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crust or ner nature was not at all un J W . R O Y E R , M . !>.,
pleasant.
Mrs. Smithers pulled the bell near
Contractor and Builder,
Practising Physician,
the bed, and presently Jane appeared.
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
“Take these children downstairs, TRAPPE, Pa. Office ai,t his residence, nearly
Contracts taken for the construction of all
opposite Masonic Hall.
Jane,” said Mrs-. Smithers, and there
kinds of buildings. Estimates cheerfully furn
was in her voice something that made
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Jane stare open mouthed at her, “and
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V
cakes,” she went on. “I’m going to get
jlj copyright, 190», by McClure's Newspaper 0
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up and dress. They have cured my
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Syndicate
Contractor and Builder,
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Fa. Office H ours: Until 9
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a. m.; T to» p. m. Keystone’Phono No. IT.
brought around in half an hour. I’m
Prompt
and
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in building construction.
E .
going
to
see
about
adopting
a
child.”
f The Thurstons were out in the hay
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
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A . K B l N E I f , M . I».,
Jane, stricken dumb with astonish g
loft rehearsing a scene from “Bluen $2.50.)1 beard.” Suddenly Molly exclaimed, ment and perfectly sure that her mis
W . W A LTERS,
tress had suddenly gone crazy, man
H om eopathic Physician,
“Here comes father!”
aged, however, to carry out her or
s .
i And quite as if that was his cue to ders. The people in the village were OOIaljEGhEVIIiLiE, Pa. Office Hours : Until & Contractor and Builder,
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appear the Rev. Frank Thurston’s presently entertained by the spectacle
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with
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abandon.
i ers is today. I have to go in the other
J
V IN C E N T P O L E Y ,
Telephone in office.
At a small house in the far end of the EVANSBURG, Pa.
direction. There is a poor woman who
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
came to town last night very ill, with a town the Rev. Mr. Thurston was busy
Architect and Civil Engineer
; young child. She died before morning making arrangements for the burial of
A N D E R S , 91. D .,
422 SECOND AVE., ROYERSFORD, PA.
the
child’s
mother
when
Mrs.
Smith
and left word for the English priest to
Charges moderate. Correspondence solicited.
Ifind a good home for her child. She ers and the children came in.
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Practising Physician,
The child was asleep in Mrs. Davis’
¡went to the Davis family, who had
arms.
Mrs.
Smithers
stooped
and
took
known her in the old country, but they
TRAPPE, PA.
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[their own to keep the child. So I must sigh, half opened its eyes and with a BelL’phone, 8-x.
31-28.
Surveyor & Conveyancer.
gurgle of content nestled down again
[attend to the matter at once.”
f “Oh, couldn’t we take the child, dad- against her shoulder.
J
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All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
At that moment Mrs. Smithers was
Sdy?” said Polly.
P.
O. A ddress; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
F “I’m « a f ra id not,” s a i d the Rev. so happy that she would not have ex
18oc.
H om eopathic Physician. dence : Evansburg, Pa.
, Thurston, “for the same reason that changed places with any living being.
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Office
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Until
lthe Davises can’t. But don’t forget to She put her purse in her astonished 10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p.m . Special attention
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rector's hands.
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au
iSee how poor Mrs. Smithers is.”
“I
will
pay
all
the
expenses
of
the
F “We won’t We’ll all go,” said Molly.
Real Estate Broker,
| So the busy parson went his way, and burial,” she said, “and I will take the J O H N T . W A G N E R ,
AND CONVEYANCER.
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wasn’t
at
all
too
poor,
daddy,
)the road toward Mrs. Smithers’.
and Life Insurance, rent and incomes collected,
[ “I suppose the reason daddy wants you see,” said Dummy Dee.
Second Floor Shoemaker Building, Cor. Swede estates managed and general business agent.
Property of every description FOR SA LE and
and Airy Sts., Norristown, Pa.
: to know how poor Mrs. Smithers is is
for rent. Bell Telephone, No. 7X. Address,
The Bays.
[because he wants to know if she can
All legal business attended to with prompt Coilegeville, Montgomery Co., Pa.
12jy.
ness and accuracy. Consultations in English
Much confusion has arisen from con or
' afford to take the poor little shild,”
German.
: said Dummy Dee after a season of founding the common laurel (Laurus
S . G , F IN K B IN E R ,
cerasus, or laurel cherry) with the fa Q E O . W . Z IM M E R M A N ,
[thought.
ROYERSFORD, PA.
t “Why, of course,” said Polly, stop- mous laurel of the ancients (L. nobilis).
(Formerly Cashier of the National Bank of
: ping to kiss him. “You dear child to The former was not introduced into
Royersford,
successor to David Springer.)
A ttorney-at- Law,
[think about that! I’ve been worrying Europe until 1576. Its leaves contain
REAL ESTATE AND IN SU R A N C E; Mu
tual and Stock Companies represented. M atur
¡about it myself, but that’s the very the potent-poison prussic acid, where 415 SW EDE STREET, (first steps above ity
of all policies written by Mr. Springer will
Rambo House, NORRISTOW N, PA.
place, that great, big, clean, shiny as the leaves of L. nobills contain a
be carefully watched and cheerfully renewed at
established board rates. Special attention to
house, and just Mrs. Smithers In it, of fragrant aromatic oil used in confec
Life and Accident Insurance. Investments and
tionery. It is to this, the true laurel, J J A R V E Y L N H O JIO ,
{course.”
Loans. Notary Public.
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f “Hush!” said Molly. “Here we are. that we apply the term bay, and we
A
ttorney-atLaw,
Won’t that dear little orphan have use it as a poetical term for an hon
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[beautiful times playing in the yard?" orary crown or garland bestowed as a
she continued, gazing around the im prize for any kind of victory or excel A t Residence, Royersford, after 5 p. m.
Prompt attention given to all legal business.
13025674
maculate lawn, that looked as though lence.
Practices in State and United States Courts.
it had been washed and ironed, it Was
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We apparently get the word bay Bankruptcy.
so smooth.
through the Latin bacca, a berry from
Coilegeville, Pa.
Then they trooped up the steps and the French baye, or, as ‘ Holland’s J O S E P H S . K R A T Z ,
Second door above
a subscriber, rang the bell.
“Plinie” has it, “The bales or berries
railroad.
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O u r L a t e s t I m p r o v e d M e th o d .
and laureate. Those who were found J g iD W I N S . N Y G E,
worthy of the honor obtained the lau
Best Teeth, $5.00
rel of bachelor or the laurel of doc
rDENT does
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
tor (laurea baccalaureatus, laurea docGold Crowns, 5 .00
toratus). In the Scotch universities 5&9 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
a great quaM
High
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Keystone ’Phone No. 280.
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Prices.
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consideration]
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they presently st o o d a f a s c in a t e d ,
SPEECH LESS BOW .

¡and gazed grimly at the six red
[cheeked Thurstons who with quaking
hearts smiled affably at her.
I "Is Mrs. Smithers In?” asked Polly
[politely.
j "She’s in fast enough,” returned the
Woman; “in bed with rheumatism and
nooralgy from cleanin’ house before it
was warm enough weather.”
I “We’d just as lief go up and see
o sell it, ad- 3>cr,” suggested Molly, with a desire to
be agreeable.
EPENDENT ! ^he woman sniffed. “It’s not compa
ny she’s wantin’,” she began, when a
it. Ad vet- [deep voice from the upper regions was
[heard:
“Row do you know what I want,
[Jane Thornton? Who Is It?”
ial Prop- I ‘They can come and tell you,” re
plied Jane in a caustic tone, and,
Sales, ot ¡standing aside, she opened the door
[Wider. Six pairs of feet rubbed them
ertised ia selves on the mat and tiptoed through
(the oilcloth covered hall and up the
, are sure [stairs. Following the direction of the
Presentl> stood a fascinat
buyers. Ei
ed, speechless row at the side of her
[bed.
I Mrs. Smithers ordinarily was an un'll
| common personality, and now,' with
ler face swathed in bandages, she
r ^ f d out at the astonished Thurstons
l th a twinkle of amusement in her
Sharp, deep set eyes.
Ivw mmy Dee was the first to recover
filstongue.
Up »*!] sorry you’re sick, Mrs. Smlths’ ae sa>d. “Daddy told us to come
e s t e r s | ana see how poor you are. “I think,”
e went on, “it’s because he wants you
r°..TO a baby to ralse-”
L "[hose mother has died, and she
Printing you
father to find a place for it,”
isfiid Molly.
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Although the snake appears to have J J E R B E R T U . M O O R E ,
no legs or feet, it may be said to be
practically supplied with upward of a
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
hundred pairs of them. In fact, each
joint of the backbone bears a pair of 32» De k a l b s t r e e t ,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
ribs, which are mobile and have their 6-16.
points attached to the inner surface of
one of the "large transverse platelike J - M . Z IM M E R M A N ,
scales which clothe the under surface
Justice of the P eace,
of the body. Thus by the movements
of the ribs attached to it each plate can OOLLEGEVILLE, P A. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, Ac., executed and acknowledgements
be drawn forward and its margin ap taken.
Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
plied to the ground. By the successive ness generally attended to. The clerking of
sales
a
specialty.
application of these multitudinous
plates the body can be drawn forward
rO H N S . H I N S I C K E R ,
in a straight line without its being
thrown into undulations from side to
Bide.
Justice of th e P eace,
But rapid .movements are also effect RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
ed by such undulations, and serpents General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
can, by pressure and appropriate mus tended co. Charges reasonable.
cular action, climb trees and some
times spring forward. They also swim D W . W E I K E L ,
easily by lateral flexures, but no ser
pents advance by vertical bendings of
Justice of th e P eace,
the body, though they are so often
TRAPPE, PA.
drawn in such an attitude.
Standing on Hi* Right*.

Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Legal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
Moderate
Claims collected. Sales clerkod.
20jan.
charges.

The next witness was a hard fisted,
resolute yeoman with a bristling chin
K . P R A N K B ltA N D R E T M ,
beard.
“Mr. Gigson,” said the attorney for
(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman.)
the defense, “are you acquainted with
the reputation of this man for truth
DENTIST,
and veracity in the neighborhood in ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
which he lives?”
honest prices.
“I reckon I am,” replied the witness.
“I will ask you to state what it is.”
K . S . D . C O R N IS H ,
“Well, sir, his rep’tation fur truth
ain’t no good. His rep’tation fur vfasDENTIST,
Sity_well, that’s diff’ru n t Some says
OO LLEGEV ILLE, PA.
he does and some says he don’t.”
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
“Witness,” interposed the judge, “do administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 40.
you know the meaning of ‘veracity?’”
“I reckon I do.”
“What do you understand by the r ^ R . B . F . 1*1.A C E ,
word?”
The witness twirled his hat in his
D entist,
fingers a few moments without reply
OOR. MAIN AND DuKALIi STREETS
ing.
Then he looked up defiantly.
NORRISTOW N, PA.
“I refuse to answer that question, Rooms 303 and 306. - Entrance, Main Street.
judge,” he said, “on the ground that it Keystone Telephone, No. 75.
Take Elevator.
might discriminate me!”—Chicago Trib-
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Not Lazgins Behind.

The man who drove the colonel over
to Climaxville from Baldwin Station,
N. D., seemed to be so full of go that
he was finally asked how he was get
ting along in the new state.
“Oh, so so,” he replied, with a wink.
*‘There are two brothers of us here*
We didn’t come out to grub and starve,
but to make money. My brother John
lives next house. The first thing he
did was to steal a whole county of
land and sell her off in lots to suit.
He’s $10,000 ahead of this glorious old
west, John is, and still gainin’ on it.”
“Your brother John is evidently a
rusher,” observed the colonel.
“You bet he is; no flies on John.”
“And how about you?”
“Don’t make any mistake about me.
The first thing I did was to get elected
county treasurer and gobble every last
cent in the box, and if things go right
flurin’ the next two weeks I’ll steal
twelve miles of that river and sell it
fur $1,000 a mile. Take me and John
as pioneer pilgrims, and we’ve nothin’

I ,, aca house, you know,” said Tom.
t v J]8' ®mlthers proceeded to untie
i In», ages and to He back on the pit
[.»ws and laugh.
,tpIJ°1you think I could stand a youngI J r «‘ottering up this house and bothint,
; * tke Hfe out of me?” she asked
| *hen she could speak.
who had been looking
;eville, P*H i
Iionirin *ae ^reat, square, cheerless
sav» hn*2)om’ came nearer. “Mother
‘ she said
are a comfort anyway,”
Und m i ®ven B they do cost a lot
| th» ■ake a *°t of noise they fill up all
| we empty places.”
[
‘one< childless heart
f loakod^pan^ ber *ace softened as she
I m etallic boxes, ^
i aest, a*
six sturdy faces so ear,ke no other* * ^ [ ne|«y regarding her.
ltu tio n a en d
U
D ruggist, o r send
u la ra , T ew tj« 0"* . f hamf . u been nailed, and rightly peradies,”*
»
ard business woman, made so
»0 Testim onials- » /j*, I from „ 1
s e s tc r Chein»«*1«!»
| oaw f^f,ny hitter 'experiences. This
« •re.
DUr now tugodnp. MixYngh thfl In pertickler to complain of.”
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Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

S , K O O N S,
SCH W ENK SVILLE, PA.,

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted a t lowest prices.
licet

The
Farm ers’
H otel
Is a good place to stop at when
when you visit Norristown. Ex
cellent accommodations at rea
sonable rates.

Steam H eat
Electric Light
Comfort and convenience in
every room in the big building,
and “ square” meals three times
a day. Every effort made to
please guests and make them
feel at home.

J. TJEYSKR & BEO., Proprietors
NORRISTOW N, FA.

H

V. KEVNER,
.
Trapp«, I’a.

Cor. Main & Barbadoes Sts.

’Phone 521.

Dealer In SCRAP M ETA L-B rass, Copper,
Lead, Zinc and Glass; also old papers and
rubber.
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Tinsmithing k Machine Jobbing

We promptly obtain U. B. and Foreign

of all kinds promptly attended to.
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»WAR» DAVID,

P a iu te r a n d

P aper-H anger,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. « -S a m p le s of paper
always on band.

ANTED.
Experienced loopers, knitters and
W
toppers. Learners taken. Steady work
and good wages. A pplyat
T H E PERKIOMEN KNITTING MILLS,
8-21,
Coilegeville, Pa.

PATENTS
r Send model, sketch or photo of invention for{
J free report on patentability. For free book, i
[ Howto Secure T B II H E I I A p i f C write <
Patents and I n H U E * lllH lllV O
to

)pposite U. S. Patent Office«
W ASHINGTON D. C.

March,
April, May
There is a best time for doing
everything—that is, a time when a
thing can be done to the best ad
vantage, most easily and most ef
fectively. Now is the best time
for purifying your blood. Why?
Because your system is now trying
to purify it—you know this by the
pimples and other eruptions that
nave come on your face and body.

H o o d ’s Sarsaparilla
a n d P ills
Are the medioines to take—they do
the work thoroughly and agreeably
and never fail to do it.
Hood’s are the medicines you
have always heard recommended.
‘*1 cannot reoommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla
too highly as a spring medicine. When we
take it in the spring weall feel better through
the summer.” M bs . S. H. N eal , McCrays, Pa.
H o o d ’s S a rs a p a rilla p ro m is e s to
c u re a n d ke ep s th e p ro m is e .

«A.AtA.A. . I t . I . U . A , . ! .

WISDOM of A
GOOSE
B y M a r th a
M ’C u llo c h - W illiam -t
Copyright, 190», by McClure's
Newspaper Syndicate

" S i , n m n » i f 'M'lT'rTT'T**
If only the Widow Martin had not
been waggishly given to nicknames!
But there! The story must be told
properly or not at ail.
The widow was jolly and comely and
Well fixed besides,
had house and
land, stock and plenishings, not to
name money in the bank and expecta
tions of more whenever the Lord called
Uncle Marmaduke up higher. She had
married to please him. The late Wil
liam Martin had been Uncle Marmaduke’s chum. Uncle Marmaduke was
still masterful, regarding the widow at
thirty-five as a slip of a thing, in no
wise to be trusted in the choosing of a
buggy horse or even a husband. She
stood in need of both, the old gentle
man admitted. As to how the needs
were to be supplied he was by no
means so clear.
Widow Martin herself had no sort of
doubt. Her mind was set upon the
bay Almont trotting mare and Joe

a inocK or mm, and then somehow
else she soothed his hurt with the
Dalm of her own eager adulation, and
before Joe fairly knew it the thing
was done.
“We’ll be married before Thanksgivin\” Almira planned. “Pore Josey! I
caln’t bear ter think of leavin’ you
lonesome that day. I’ve a great mind
ter ask Nanny Martin ter dinner, only
I know she wouldn’t come. She’d
make out she couldn’t leave Uncle
Duke.”
Joe did not sleep that night. He
got up with a gray, resolved face.
Out in the barnyard there was a very
prince of cocks, a-crested pheasant in
all the glory of gold lace. His two
wives were as meek as he himself was
gorgeous. Joe had reared them from
sortie famous high priced eggs. They
were meant for Mrs. Martin’s Christ
mas gift. She loved chickens, but
nothing in her yards could compare
with these. He had told her about
them—how they were to be hers at
full prime. He would keep his prom
ise, though it was more bitter than
death to thrust himself upon her no
tice now that he knew she had laughed
at him. He would take them to her
at once. It would be manifestly im
proper after Almira came. At his call
the cock ran to him, crowing three
times on the way. One of the pullets
flew upon his arm and began pecking
food from the pan in his hand. The
Martin house was in sight, half a mile
off. It would not be hard to tole the
chickens there. . So clucking, crooning,
doling out niggard handfuls, Joe set
out, walking backward along the field
path.
It took him the best part of an hour
to reach Mrs.. Martin’s poultry yard.
His heart beat suffocatingly as he saw
Mrs. Martin herself moving about,
talking to her flock. At the click of
the gate she turned short about, ask
ing sharply: "Whatever Is the matter,
Joe Copley? Oh, it caln’t be you
brought them beauties to me!” .
“That’s Jest what I did do,” Joe said.
Then, with dogged humility, he added:
“You see, when I found out how you’d
been pestered with an old fowl that ef
it was a goose wouldn’t have the sense
ter go ter water I was bound you
should have some young ones ter sorter
make up"—
“Joe, you’re worse’n any goose that
ever was plucked!” Mrs. Martin said
decidedly. “You won’t see things
plainer’n the nose on your face. But
I see Almira Parker’s game. She
shan’t have you, whatever comes or
goes”—
“She’s goin’ ter have me before
Thanksgivln’,” Joe interrupted, with
a sepulchral sigh.
Widow Martin stamped her foot.
“No such thing!” she said. “You prom
ised me them chickens an’ anything
else I wanted. You said them vary
words, well, now, 1 want—yonf^
Joe’s answer was in the silent elo
quence of action. He had the widow
fast and tight before you could wink
your eye. Whoever disapproved, the
golden pheasant did not. He flew upon
the fence and crowed three times, his
voice almost as triumphant as his
sometime master’s eyes.

AN IL L U S T R A T E D
PAS SIO N
By CLINTON DANGERFIELD
Copyright, 190», by McClure's Newspaper

Syndicate

J

“And so,”- concluded Thomas Fontenelle, “ I would marry Yvette and be
a son to you.”
“Son!” hissed old Matthieu. It was
an unfortunate word. “Yes, yes! You
think—you—to take my son’s place—
but you never shall! Take thyself off.
Thou sbalt never marry Yvette. No
man shall be a son to me now that my
Jean is dead!”
Expostulations proved unavailing,
and in thè little known village of S t
Leger, between Vevey and Blonay,
there were at least two sad hearts—
Yvette’s and her blue eyed lover
Thomas’. That evening they stood to
gether gazing sadly at the house pic
tures around them, for once taking
neither pride nor interest in the re
markable drawings with which M.
Alfred Beguin is good enough to deco
rate his neighbors’ dwellings, for S t
Leger is probably the one illustrated
village in the world, and tourists, those
few who know of it, study the village
as one might the pages of a magazine.
Yvette for the first time in her life
seemed even irritated by them.
“I do believe,” she said, with a vi
cious click of her pretty white teeth,
“that he would have consented if M.
Beguin had not made him so cross by
always passing over his house. Yoila,
we are not at all illustrated! Ob,
Thomas, if thou couldst only paint!”
“ ’Tis woman’s work,” said Thomas
shortly. “A man belongs in the field.
Foi d’un homme, Yvette—I think I will
enlist.”
“No, no, no!” pleaded the girl, with
the ready credulity of her sex in mas
culine threats of wandering afar.
“Wait! We will find a way. Look,
Thomas, there is a new tourist! See!
He gazes at the pictures! He is com
ing this way. What a kindly face!”
It must be confessed that even the
gloomy Thomas was moved to some
return of cljeer by the gracious pres
ence of the stranger who now came up
to them and began asking about the
spirited design on the wall near them.
Finally he inquired where they dwelt,
and some remark of his concerning the

Eccentric Henry Cavendl*h.

Whenever Mr. Cavendish entertained
his guests he would always give them
the same fare—a leg of mutton. A
story goes that one day when four
friends were coming it was asked him
what should be ordered for dinner. He
answered, “A leg of mutton.” “Sir,”
was the reply, “that will not be enough
for five.” “Well, then, get two,” said
the host. When this gentleman died, he
was the largest holder of bank stock in
England. He owned £1,157,000 in dif
ferent public funds, besides freehold
property of £8,000 a year and a -bal
ance of £50,000 on account. This large
income was allowed to accumulate
without attention. On one occasion,
when the bankers had in hand a bal
ance of £80,000, they thought it well to
“ OH, IT CAIN'T BE YOU BROUGHT THEM acquaint Mr. Cavendish with the fact.
BEAUTIES TO ME!"
“If it is any trouble to you I will
Copley, who owned the beast. Joe take it out of your hands; do not come
was a bachelor, just the widow’s age, here to plague me.” “Not the least
who since he was twenty had given trouble to us, sir, but we thought yoU
all his spare time to the comfort and might like some of it to be invested.”
pleasure of an Invalid mother. Now “Well, what do you want to do?” “Per
that she TnRS dead he was lost and haps you would like half of it in
lonesome beyond words. Widow Mar vested?” “Do so, do so, and do not
tin’s heart, a motherly, tender one, come here to bother me, or I’ll remove
ached for him whenever she looked at it,” was the churlish finale of the inter
him across the church. Since he was view. Cavendish was seventy-eight
her close neighbor she almost dragged years of age when he died In 1810, and
him home with her to dine and spend he had never changed the fashion of
Sunday afternoons. Naturally he fell his dress for sixty years.—Temple Bar.
head over ears in lo-ve. Quite as natu-;
rally he lacked the courage to tell her
There Are No Artlat* In Burma.
so. Instead of speaking out manfully,
There are as yet no artists in Bur
he faltered and drew back until in ma, and to see how the people draw
very shame the widow was forced to we must examine the designs of the
flout him.
decorator, the gilt lacquer maker, the
So he stayed at home and began silversmith and the wood carver. It is
gropingly to cast about as to whom true that pictures may be seen In some
he might marry. A wife he must have. of the houses of the well to do. Many
Now that the mother was gone no de of these are panels taken from the
cent, stirring single woman would be base of the funeral pyre of a monk, and
justified in living in his bouse and at the others are similar productions made
tending to his concerns. He could not to order by decorators. These pictures
bear to think of taking a married cou are remarkable chiefly for the glaring
ple. He did not want to feel himself colors used, for the absence of any
an alien outsider in the place where he composition and for the distorted per
was born.
spective common to oriental repre
Thus presently it happened that the sentations. The drawing is, however,
bay Almont was often seen standing good, the attitudes are lifelike and the
before the Parker gate. Parker’s girls story is generally well told.
had been full grown a "good many
To European eyes the attitudes ap
years. All three were fair looking in a pear distorted as to the perspective,
sort of shrill and angular fashion. but it needs a very slight knowledge
Somehow Joe shrank from the touch of the country to recognize that the.
of their thin, clutching fingers. Widow Burmans habitually place themselves
Martin’s fingers were as softly dim in the most ungainly positions. After
pled as a baby’s. He could never quite more Intimate acquaintance with their
bring himself to court any of the Par mode of life we find out that these
kers outright.
very attitudes are esteemed graceful
Almira Parker, the youngest and and are only acquired after years of
shrewdest, grew impatient and re practice.
solved to bring things to a head. She
Not an Affair of the Heart.
saw far enough to understand that
They stood at her door, and there
the Widow Martin was what stood In
her way. Inevitably she invited her seemed to be some constraint between
self to spend the day with that lady. them.
He was a trifle older than she, and
In course of the visit she rigged her
hostess so unmercifully over Joe and she had the advantage of him in looks
his dumb devotion that Mrs. Martin too.
In his eyes there was supplication,
grew angry with her, angrier with
herself, angriest .of all with poor Joe. and in hers there were disdain, scorn,
She broke out, at first hotly, then with rejection.
“If I might," he began.
a sort of contempt; “What you talkin’
“No, sir,” she Interrupted^ “I t is to
about, Almiry? That old fowl court
anybody! Why, he wouldn’t have the tally unnecessary.’»
“But"—
sense ter hunt water ef he’d been
“I do not wish to hear you,»
hatched a goose.”
“One word.”
Almira had what she came for. In
"Not one, sir.”
side an hour she was home again. Joe
"Well, if yon won't”—
was due that evening. What with su
"I want nothing you can on'sr ms."
perb biscuit and the thing she bad to
"But F’—
4
tell him, there was little $oubt that
"Once for ail, I tell you I want no
he would go home engaged to her.
It fell out as she had planned. Some tinware today.”
Bhe shut the door and went in, and
how she led Joe to believe the
widow had from the beginning made the peddler went on to the next house.

there!"
Next" day the whole , village turned)
out to see what the second figure
would be, and, lo, it was Thomas—
Thomas, Whose rejection by Matthieu)
was too well known already. The vil-l
lagers gazed open mouthed. But the
surprise was completed when Yvette
herself appeared on the wall also, and;
the tableau showed the lovers’ hands;
being placed in each other by the be
nign Jean, who wore a smile beautiful
to see.
The artist shook himself and de-,
scended, and his descent had barely!
been made before old Matthieu was
upon them.
“Out of my wa^ there!” he shouted.:
“Why do you congregate around anj
honest man’s house?”
He made a plunge toward the CPOWiL
They surged back willingly, and, to, he
was face to face with his cottage wall,] t
and there—had the sea given up herj
dead?—there smiled the bold yDuna
sailor, his cap atilt, his frang eyes)
shining down on old Matthieu,just as)
they used to shine .when thBy»'‘cama
home together.
A sob of mingled pain and, rapture
leaped to the old man’s throat. Then!
as he discovered the other figures)
Yvette, leading Thomas, crept timidly;
to his side.
“Who hath done this?” demanded;
the old peasant so sternly that Yvette’s
heart sank fearfully. The tourist stepj
ped forward as though to shield hew
saying:
.!
“It was my work.”
“Thine—a stranger's? And 5?ho a rt
thou?”
4
“At home,” said the other simply,]
“men call me Millais."
“I know not of thee," answered"
Matthieu, “hut a greater than thou
hath worked through thee.” Then,]
turning to Yvette, he placed her handwithin Thomas’, saying solemnly:
“Wed when thou wilt, and whomthe
dead hath joined may no man put
asunder!” i
How Long Man May Live.

It was Professor Hufeland’s opinion
that the limit of possible human fife,
might be set at 200 years; this on the
general principle that the life of nearly^
all living creatures Is eight times the)
years, months or weeks of its period of j
growth. That which quickly comes to!
maturity quickly perishes, and the ear
lier complete development is reached)
the sooner bodily decay ensues. MoraJ
women reach old age than men, bo^
more men attain remarkable longevity
than women. Homed animals are short
er lived than those without horns,
fierce longer than timid and amphlbl-j
ous creatures longer than those which)
inhabit the air. The pike will continue
to live for 150 or 175 years, and the
common turtle is good for at least a
century. Passing up the scale of life,
to -man m d skipping the patriarchs, we
find many recorded instances of ex
traordinary longevity.
The ancient Egyptians lived three
times as long as the modern “lotus eat-,
ers.” Instances of surprising and aifr
thentic longevity among the classic
Greeks and Romans are not at all rare,
Pliny notes the fact that in the reigu
of the Emperor Vespasian (76 A. DJS
there were 124 men living in a limited,
area on the river Po who were 100
years old and upward. Three of these
were 140 and seven others over 18C0
Cicero’s wife lived to be 108, and the)
Roman actress Luceja played in public
after she had celebrated her one kna*
dred and twelfth birthday.
Carlo«* Habit* ot Spider*.

THE WHOLE VILLAGE TURNED OUT TO SEE
HIM PAINT.

absence of decorations there, coupled
with his sympathetic tones, made
Yvette suddenly inform him how sore
her father felt concerning the omis
sion, yet how he was too proud to
make any advances.
“And he could not now if he would,”
she added, sighing, “for M. Beguin is
away at present.”
“And is that why you look so sad,
pretty maid?” returned their new
friend. “There were tears on your
lashes when I came up.”
A second’s hesitation and the unhappy love tale came out.
“If he was only illustrated,” sobbed
Yvette, “he would regain good humor
to Thomas.”
“And do you think nothing but that
would move him?" inquired Hie
stranger.
“Alas, no! But, oh, if I could only
move M. Beguin to do it, do you know
what he should paint on our cottage?
He should paint Jean,” said Yvette
breathlessly, “my dead brother Jean,
and he should paint Thomas standing
beside him,- £nd they would be hand
in hand, and then father would be
obliged, yes, obliged, to see it was like
1 command for our marriage.”
“No such luck,” observed Thomas
Hourly, adding like a Greek chorus
of woe, "I shall enlist.”
“Don’t say that again,” Implored
Yvette. “Ah, me, if monsieur could
but paint—monsieur, who has been so
sympathetic!”
An odd smile crossed the stranger's
lips. “I have been told,” he said kind
ly, “that I know something of paint
ing. Give me leave and I will do my'
best.”
“Tomorrow, tomorrow!” cried Yvette
joyfully. “Father goes away for twodays tomorrow, and then you can do
It. Oh, monsieur, the saints sent you!”i
“But the evil one may have sent his
painting,” muttered the doubting;
Thomas. “When he hath messed thy
father’s house and thou canst not tell]
his picture of Jean from a cow, then,
what?”
But faith carried the day, and n#j
sooner was old Matthieu safely gone
than the tourist was standing on t i
scaffolding beside the cottage. lie

The water spider carries air down
with it when it dives. Dr. McCook
saw one remain forty-five minutes un
der the water. One water spider builds]
a nest under the water attached to tbdj
stem of some plant and in the shape
a diving bell, with the opening den
ward. It fills this bell with air by tak
ing down a bubble at a time. Co
to the surface, it incloses an air bd
under its body and instantly descends^
Getting under the nest, the bubble Is-,
allowed to escape into it, and this proc
ess continues until the nest is fall ot)
air. The spider then lays its eggs,
there, Inclosed in a cocoon, and leOTes]
them to grow in this under water paw
ace, safe from all flying foes. When]
these water spiders are seen under nffl
ter, they look like little balls of shlnlngi
silver. Little bubbles of air seem toy
cling among the hairs of their bodieaj
As spiders, like insects, breathe the air.
At little holes along the whole length]
of the body, they can easily make usi
of these bubbles of air for breathing.
London Opinion.
Saving: a Fib.

A certain young woman had been
devoting her evenings to entertaining 0)
bashful admirer. He seemed to ho
deeply in love, but he evidently, didn’t
dare to propose.
]
One evening while he was calling, an
other young gentleman rang the Deli]
The pretty girl was -embarrassed and
looked to the bashful youth for help. ]
“Tell him you’re engaged,*' the bash-)
ful one said.
J
Delighted, the girl made haste to cn-j
swer. “But I don’t .want to teR Mm OH
untruth.”
“Well, you tell him that, and we’ll fix
It afterward,” the bashful one stash]
inered.
j
And before he went that night ti£f(
wedding day was Bet.—Exchange,
A Lucky Incidental.

“It was in a western court,” said an
eastern judge, “and the defendant^
charged with the theft of sundry hams,
was clearly guilty. He had been seen
by a dozen witnesses committing tha
theft, the hams were found In his pos
session and he didn’t deny the charge.
His counsel already saw his client be
hind the bars and confined his remarks
to this simple statement:
- «'Gentlemen of the jury, in determin
ing your verdict I want you to consid
er one thing—this defendant is a vet
eran of the Mexican war. He it was
Who first raised the American flag over.
wcro a bloDse. belonging to Thothf^ Vera Cruz. The defense rests its case.*
The whale village turned out to ec-i
“The district attorney pointed ou$
bin paint, some prophesying t h a t ^ ^
audacity of one who dared work In that the accused was dearly guilty,
opposition to M. Beguin would mtSf and the judge’s charge was against the
prisoner, but to the’ surprise of ths
merited failure.
The stranger painted rapidly. Some® court the jury after five minutes of de
times he gazed In comical dismay, a t liberation returned a verdict e . ‘not
the Increasing crowd: sometimes. ha guilty.’
" 'Do yos mean to say that »ot guilts;
looked at a quaint little tintype to his
left hand wnicb bore the features of is your verdict?' roared the judge.
" 'Yes, your honor,’ said the foreman,
one Jean, son of Matthieu, long drown
‘but I may as well add that It’s lucky!
ed at sea.
Suddenly a man In the crowd Shout for the prisoner that he was the first
ed: “But see—it is too Strang el M is; man to tjj&e the American flag ls y e t-3
1
.
Jean—the dead Jean whom ha make» Crus.*»
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O n e of the heaviest snowstorms of the year swept over

Kansas, Sunday.
H e r e and there throughout the States Republican poli

ticians of prominence are hunting trouble to have on tap for
President Roosevelt in the Republican National Convention
of next year. They will have difficulty in barreling some
of it.
T h e bill introduced by Senator Roberts, for the acquis
ition of 250 acres of land by the Valley Forge Commission,
has passed the Senate finally, and it is to be hoped that it will
receive the approval of the House. The bill also gives au
thority to the Commission to deputize officers to maintain
police regulations, make arrests, etc.
S usan B. A nth o n y seems to be quite able to give The
President a considerable number of pointers in determining
the responsibility of the race in the m atter of perpetuating
itself by the quite natural process of multiplication. Miss
Anthony’s restrictive plans would work splendidly if there
were about ten million Miss Anthonys in the country and
several million more bachelors.

T he U. S. Senate, by a large majority, has ratified the
Cuban treaty, providing for reductions of 20 to 40 per cent,
in existing duties. The duty on sugar is retained, of course,
for the purpose of protecting the beet sugar manufacturers,
The consumers of sugar are presumed to be sufficiently
patriotic to pay the difference and then go back, sit down,
and keep quiet.
T h e Detroit F ree P ress observes that despite the “in
comprehensible” disbursement of public money the people
“are not making a tithe of the fuss they did when half the
amount was treated as a gross abuse of the power of taxation.
.'....... The free, easy, reckless way of the spendthrift shows
th at the money is being lavishly used, merely because the
Government has a surplus subject to such use. Politics is
an incentive to grab everything in sight, but it is not par
tisan politics. Each member wishes to seize what he can to
please his constituency; there is a mutual aid society to this
end, the result be the minority joins with the majority in
raiding a plethoric treasury.”

T he report of the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission,
appointed by President Roosevelt last October, was made
public on Saturday, and is a voluminous document. A great
mass of evidence was critically examined by the Commissioners, and their findings—impartial and unprejudiced—are a
most creditable exhibition of impassioned and intelligent
ju d g m e n t,

m id

U to r o t b m j u a b i f y
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Roosevelt in recommending an<| appointing the Commission.
Among the more important decisions reached by the Com
mission a r e : Ten per cent, increase in wages of all employes
from November 1, 1902, when the Commission began its
labors, to April 1, 1903, when the general award takes effect.
. . . . Eight hour day after April 1 for engineers who hoist
water at the rate of wages now paid....... Five per cent, in
crease of pay and Sundays off for other engineers and pump
men....... E ight hour day for firemen at the present rate of
wages....... Nine hour day, instead of ten hours, with the
present wages, for other employes....... Establishment of a
permanent Board of Conciliation, composed of six members,
the operators in each of the three districts to appoint one
and “an organization representing a majority of said miners”
in each district to appoint one. In case of a deadlock an um
pire to be appointed by a Federal Circuit Judge. All strikes
and lockouts forbidden and the decision of the Board made
absolute....... Check weigh man and check docking bosses may
be provided by the miners....... Cars shall be distributed
equitably. No attem pt must be made by the miners to limit
the output of the mines except by mutual agreement....... No
discrimination by miners’ organizations or the operators
against men because of non-membership or membership in
such organizations....... Direct payment of wages by operators
to laborers employed by contract miners....... No formal
recognition of the United Mine Workers, but recognition in
various transactions of “an organization representing a ma
jority of said miners.” . . . .Paym ent by weight and the posi
tive determination of a standard ton were denied the miners.
....T h e Commission provided that the awards made shall
continue in force until March 31, 1906....... The Commission
said that trades unionism is rapidly becoming a m atter of
business. If the energy of the employer is directed to dis
couragement and repression of the union he need not be su r
prised if the more radical ones are the ones most frequently
heard....... The Commission further said: “The union must
not undertake to assume, or to interfere with the manage
ment of the business of the employer.” . . . . TJie Commission
reported the cost of the strike as follows: Mine owners lost
$46,100,000; employes lost in wages $25,000,000; transporta
tion companies lost $28,000,000 ; total, $99,100,000.

nounced* that he will not consider
the matter until he returns from his
western trip next June. There are
many applicants for the position in
cluding Ex-Senator Jones of Arkan
sas, Ex-Senator Harris of Kansas,
Ex-Governor Sayers of Texas and
others. According to the terms of
the bill four members of the Com
mission will have to be civil engi
neers and three civilians.
Senators Hanna, Aldrich, Hale,
Lodge, Depew and other promi
nent senators have expressed to
your correspondent the utmost con
fidence that Colombia will ratify the
treaty which has undergone no
change since it was signed by Dr.
Herran, the Colombian charge
d ’ affairs. While there is known to
be opposition to the agreement and
the former minister to this country,
Senor Concha, is leading a party
against it, it is not believed that
Colombia will refuse the price of
of $10,000,000 to be paid immedi
ately and in cash and which is to be
followed, beginning seven years
hence, by an annual rental of $250,000. It is, therefore, believed that
the actual construction of an isth
mian canal is now in sight.
The President has perfected the
itinerary for his western trip.
Leaving Washington on April 1, he
will go directly to Chicago, where
he will spend a day. From there he
goes to Milwaukee, Saint Paul and
Minneapolis and, making several
stops at smaller cities, will reach
Livingston, Montana April 8. Two
weeks will be spent in the Yellow
stone National Park with Secretary
Root and Mr. John Burroughs, the
naturalist and writer, and then the
party will return via Omaha and
Iowa points to Saint Louis. There
the President will participate in the
dedicatory exercises of the St.
Louis Exposition and will then go
west via Kansas and Colorado.
California will be traveled from Los
Angeles to the Northern limit and a
visit will be paid to the Puget
sound cities. On Decoration Day
the President will make an address
at Cheyenne. Salt Lake City will
be visited and the return trip will
go around Chicago stopping at a
number of Illinois points and at
Indianapolis, from which city the
run will be made to Washington
without stop. The party will re
turn to Washington on June 6.
For the proposed trip the Presi
dent is to have a gorgeous new flag
made in accordance with a regu
lation just issued by the Secretary
of War. The new flag, which will
be known as “ the headquarters
flag of the President” will be made
of scarlet silk with five large white
stars, one in each corner and one in
the center. Within the middle star
will be another star of blue and on
it will be worked the coat of arms of
the United States in white. Around
the central device will be placed
small white stars, one for each state
in the union. The headquarters
colors is totally’ distinct Trom the
blue flag used for the President
whenever he goes aboard a naval
vessel. The new flag will be flown
wherever the President stops dur
ing his trip.
The War Department is in re
ceipt of some interesting reports
from the officers of Fort Niagara, N.
Y., recommending the reestablish
ment of the army canteen. These
officers say that dicipline has be
come more difficult to maintain and
the discontent of the soldiers has
increased since the canteen has
been abolished. The men, with or
without, leave, absent themselves
from the Fort after every pay day
and become intoxicated with spirits
to an extent that was never reached
when the men could purchase beer
in reasonable quantities within the
army posts. The officers of this,
post are unanimous in urging the
restoration of the canteen at which
only beer and light wines are sold
as conducive to better order, discipline^and contentment among men.
The Congressional Library has
just received a handsome gift from
Miss Susan B. Anthony who has
donated to it her collection of some
two hundred rare volumes together
with a large number of valuable
letters from distinguished persons.
Most of the books are extremely
valuable from the standpoint of the
collector as they are autograph
editions. The letters are from men
who are or who have beeu »promi
nent in every walk in life, both
American and foreigners. There
are also a number of complete news
paper files including that of the
‘Anti Slavery Standard” published
by Wendall Phillips. The entire
collection will be placed in a single
alcove and known as the Susan B.
Anthony collection.

WASHINGTON LETTER. Cuban tariff rates, and Senator

Q U E E R T H IN G S A B O U T A N IM A L S .

Newlands offered the same amend
ment he offered to the Cuban reci
procity bill when it passed the
House, providing for an invitation
to Cuba to become annexed to the
United States. Many of the demo
cratic senators who had intended to
debate the treaty at length re
frained from so doing on the ground
that they preferred to save their
fire until the bill putting the pro
visions of the treaty into effect
should come before the Senate next
session.
The President is seriously dis
appointed at the treaty having been
so amended by the committee as to
prevent its going into effect at once
and when he first learned the facts
he threatened to call Congress in
special session immediately to pass
the necessary legislation. On sec
ond thought, however, he decided
not to call an extra session before
the middle of November if at all.
The President has not yet deter
mined upon the personnel of the
Canal Commission and has an-

A natural scientist, whose whole
life has practically been spent
among animals, says that they have
many of the ways of human beings,
even to charitable institutions,
athletic sports, laws and social
festivities.
Many migratory birds, he has
observed, organize themselves into
regular “ building associations.”
They use the same nests year after
year and assist one another in buildthem and keeping them in order.
Parrots and cranes have well or
ganized police and detective forces
to protect themselves and their be
longings from the attacks of other
birds. Cranes, also, in searching
for a new feeding ground, always
send one of their number ahead to
reconnoitre. It is noticeable, how
ever, that if the report of this one
be favorable a general exodus is not
ordered until two or three other
cranes have been detailed to verify
it.
A distinct etiquette prevails
among white tailed eagles on their

From Our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, D. C., Mar. 19,1903.

The special session of the Senate
has adjourned after ratifying the
Panama Canal and the Cuban
treaties, the former without amend
ment and the latter with only the
committee amendments, one pro
viding that its provisions shall not
go into effect until approved by
both houses of Congress, the other
that no other change shall be made
in the sugar schedule of the Dingley tariff for a period of five years.
The vote on the Panama canal
treaty was 73 to 5, only senators
Daniel, Martin, Morgan, Pettus and
Teller voting against its approval.
Two days were spent debating
the Cuban treaty after the ratifica
tion of the Panama Canal treaty was
accomplished. Senator Nelson offer
ed -an amendment providing that
American flour should be inserted
in the class of goods entitled to a
reduction of 40 per cent from the

hunting expeditions. The one who
discovers booty never touches it
until he has called all the others
out with him, and then the older
eagles are allowed to satisfy them
selves before the younger gener
ation come in for their share. Many
varieties of songbirds take a keen
interest in the music of other
families of feathered folk, and have
singing matches and solo dances.
The lapwings especially are fond of
gathering together to perform odd
little hops and runs, which ap
parently afford them all the amuse
ment that polkas, waltzes, etc., give
their human relations.
In thé matter of charities, the
naturalist quoted has witnessed
many instances of orphaned birds
receiving the tenderest care in the
nests of straugers, and certain
tribes of monkeys have a well
trained corps of nurses for atten
dance on the sick and wounded.
Th.ere is a species of rabbit, too,
which has a regular ambulance
system, by means of which a colony
whose burrow has been plowed
under or stopped up are dug out
and removed to safety by this de
partment of a neighboring colony.

TUB COURT OF COMMON
T*
X i1*1.EAS o f Montgomery County,

A b so lutely

Penna.
On February 23, 1903, was presented the
petition of Samuel O. Perry, representing,
inter alia, th a t he is the owner of a mes
suage and 02 acres and 137 perches of land,
more or less, situate in the township of
Lower Providence, said county, on the
westerly side of the Ridge Turnpike road,
adjoining B aptist Church lot.
T hat on April 3, 1790, Benjamin Davis
executed a mortgage to Thomas Davis
and Samuel Roberts, Jr., to secure the
sum of two hundred and seventy-eight
pounds and two shillings, on said prem
ises. See Mortgage Book No. 1, page 419.
That said mortgage was satisfied April
16, 1803, by Thomas Davis, one of the
mortgagees, but th a t no satisfaction was
ever entered of record by Samuel Roberts,
Jr., the other mortgagee, so th a t the
satisfaction is incomplete.
T hat said mortgage was fully paid on
April 16, 1803, and th a t no demand has
been made for the payment of any p art of
said mortgage, debt or interest thereon,
and th a t legal presumption of payment
has long since arisen.
T hat he does not know the whereabouts
of Samuel Roberts, Jr., or any of his
legal representatives. He therefore prays
the Court to direct the Sheriff of Mont
gomery County to give public notice of
the facts set forth.
Notice is hereby given to Samuel Rob
erts, Jr., or his legal heirs and representa
tives, to appear in said Court on Monday,
April 6, 1908, a t 10 o’clock, a. m., to show
caufce why said mortgage should not be
satisfied of record. By the Court.
JOHN LARZELERE, Sheriff.
F. G. Hobson, Attorney for Petitioner.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Febru
ary 26, 1903.
3-5.
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THE LATEST STYLE

You should see the fine display of leather
goods In our window which have just ar
rived from the manufacturer. We have
them In all kinds of leather as well as all
colors, mounted in gold, , silver, gun metal
and oxidize, and can be had from

2 5

16 E ast Main St.

RESTORES HAIR

Gr. L A N Z ,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
211 DaKALB STREET,

N O R R IS T O W N , F a
Price 50c.

to a healthy con
dition, produces a
growth on bald
spots if the roots
are not entirely
destroyed.
EAU LUSTRALE
is not an experi
ment. We have
made and used it
since 1861. We
massage the scalp
—it makes a more
speedy cure. For
aggravated cases
our SCALP OINT
MENT should be
applied after the
use of the tonic.

K. & E. H offm eister,
Hair and Scalp Specialists,
Dealers in Finest Hair Goods.
—MANICURING—
Separate Departments for Ladies
and Gentlemen.

NORRISTOWN. PA.

popular merchandize

2 2 5 M ain Street,

F o r -1 H

A
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F
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; oom«I Lower Provi
Í 0# jj , Brodhe
a.'m. Freachi
p.n>. Freachi

[ Lower Frov
,„ggervlces 10
f Sunday, B#v.
£ehool, ».80 a. I
! evening a t TJ
i ,econd Sunda;
Sundays, at 2.
; days at 7.80 p.1

St. Luke’s ]
■s. L. Messin
i day in the toll
oa. in- Preac
i lecture a t 2 p.
; ¡ng at 8.80 p. *
i gregatlona) pi
ning at 7.80 o'
f to attend the i
Augustus I
i VT.O. Fegely
at 10 a. m. and
every Sunday

BilVERQfnRil PA I

I and Springer’s Block, nuitnorUnU, I A. |

T INEXPENSIVE CARPETS

| Collegeville
D. D.. pastor,
Sunday Schoo
I c . E. prayer s
[c . E. prayer
leader, a t 7 o’c
Silppaekvll
o’clock, and pi
Don’t get the idea that only the higher priced things are ton». l Ironbridge <
at 2 p. m.. and
at this store—
L All three S
The stock is big enough and varied enough to meet every m [i hold a special
The regulai
need of our public—
; elstory of tin
In the Inexpensive carpetings we are showing hundreds of j evening, Aprl

colorings in

Honr

Body Brussels at $ 1 .0 0 a yard.

—Yea,
—Even i
Extra Super Ingrains at 50c. to 65c. a yard.
—Heat a
-Have
Cotton Ingrains and Rag Carpets 2 5c. to 40c. a ;
58, 60 and 62 East Main Street,
—In fort
NORRISTOWN. PA.
You’ll find also a full Hue of Oil Cloths and Linoleums, Wh of various
Shades, etc.—in fact everything that you ought to find in the ston j —Some (
upon
favor with your patronage.
IFCX R,
—The ac
with some
THE BEST
—But le
Frost will
Price is always an inducement at
next Octot
—The ci
— GO TO —
—Sch we
position
8 0 and 8 2 M ain Street, 2 1 3 and 2 1 5 DeKalbSt —To lea
—That o
— DEALER IN —
politics, b<
NORRISTOW N PA.
interesting
—It is i
mine hos
; hotel will !
to Howard
HOUSE FU R N ISH IN G
—Street
■pects to re
::: GOODS :::*
near futur
B U Y
Y O U R
: —Becau
the tax rat
sufficient t
provemenl
favor a ne
—Bead 1
Wetzel, ti
page.
‘ —A dog
Monday bi
P R O M
m .
year-old-s<
Potts town
p —Rev. (
Ohio, a gi
accepted a
The Assortment is the LARGEST, the Styles are theI Iof
Zion ’s G
Reading.'
LATEST, and the Prices are the LOWEST, at

Tapestry Brussels at 50c. to 9 0 c. a yard.

H. E. E lston,

^ OIL STOVES

BRENDUNGERS

GEO. F. C LA M ER ,
HARDW ARE

BY ALL M EANS

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies;

■SPRING S U ITS ;

T H IS SELASONI

m

H E R M A N WETZEL.

—The S
has select«
material f
Harrisbur
—Solomi
at Weathe
pall-beare:
—Thomi
marble di
estate of $
five foot s
grave.
—The I

66 and 68 E. M ain Street

■ A G K E nST T F O R

N O R R IS T O W N , PA.
Cyphers Incubators and Brooders, American
Field Fencing, Ellwood Lawn Fencing, Cold
Water Paint for barns, fences, etc.

M ain Street, N ear Depot,

ummnmmmmmt
tt

»

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

i Seasonable

S
m Goods

J. N. THOMAS & SONS,

! YOD WILL
5
Chester Yalley Nnrseries m MAKE NO
m
S
MISTAKE II
u
Proprietors o f tbe

Associatic

banquet o
—TheR
has placee
residence
borough.
-T h e £
of Upper
at Black
week. TI
of the tow

—AT—

Have to offer their patrons for Spring Plant
ing an excellent assortment of
Fruit, Shade and Ornamental
Trees, Grape Vines, Sm all
Fruits, Hedge Plants,
Eté., Ete.
THE LEAPING VARIETIES OF

Deacli Trees
A SPECIALTY AT MODERATE PRICES.

California Privet,
THE MOST DESIRABLE HEDGE IN
EXISTENCE.
T.“:e until reigned has engaged with the
proprietors of the Nurseries to solicit orders
•or their stock in the middle section of Mont
gomery, and will do his best in serving their
patrons with just what they need for spring
planting at the right price. All goods to be
delivered in good condition.

F ärin ger, A g t.,

H . L. NYCE.

10-#.

Oaki
■Rector. Sund
’Sunday schoo
catechetical «
B Vested oh

L Trapp® Giro
^Kev. H .P . Hi
Limerick—Su
10.30 a. m. Ti
preaching 2.3
School 9.30 a
service will be
sermons, to co
ferlng and ti
meeting a t T r
2. Public well

m

all at the redneed prices. Everything out on
tables marked plainly so you can see just the
saving each article shows you. Then in
china, crockery, fancy vases and other need
ful things. Weil, this store is worth any
one's attention right now at this present
time if they value the purchasing power of a
dollar.

C

o r ren t

I

as right now at the Big Store. Almost any
need for the Dress, Home. Kitchen or Farm,
all carrying reduced prices to aid in the
quick clearing out.
Waists now 39c., were 59 to 75c.
Waists now 79c., were $1.25 to $1.50.
Hosiery now 8c. pair, were 15c.
Gloves, kid, now 69c. pair, were $1.00.
Shirts now 50c. each, were $1.25.
Wrappers now 75c., were 98c. to $1.25.
Furs now $2.50 each, were $3.50.
-Handkerchiefs now 3c., were 10c.
Blankets now $1.10 each, were $1.50.
Embroideries now 8c. yd., were 10c.
Lace», Ribbons, Muslins, bilks,
Satins, Dress Goods,

F.

.
A shoemaker shop, next
F
office, in Collegeville. Apply to

I. P . W IL L IA M S ,

In a great while do you get a chance at

H ouse and Sign Painter
Is a patent Colt Skin Shoe guaranteed for
wear, hand-sewed and very stylish, $3.00«
AND PAPER HANGER.
is also a patent
A
large
assortment of wall paper on
Colt Skin Shoe, hand. Terms
moderate and work guaran
one we can guarantee. Goodyear welt and teed. Contracts a specialty.
2-26-4t. .
P.
great value, at 9 3 .5 0 aud 93*00.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
These two shoes compare with shoes that J J N. BARKDT,
1-89.
sell for $3.50 and $3.00 iu other stores.
Men’s Yici Eld,
9 2 .0 0 ,
9 3 .5 0 .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
OLLEGEVILLE NEWS STAND
“ Velour Calf,
9 2 .0 0 ,
9 2 .0 0 .
COHTRACTOR FO R A L L K IN D S OF
Daily and Sunday papers, periodicals,
magazines, etc., for sale. Orders for books,
reading material, etc., taken,
Brick and Stone Masonry, papers,
promptly supplied. Segars, tobacco, pipes,
CEM ENTING, CONCRETING, ETC. Esti &c. Candies m variety. F ruit in season.
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar Papers served by carrier through CollegeJOHN H. HARTMAN,
6 E. Main St. NORRISTOW N. anteed. J ® ” SPECIAL. ATTENTION TO ville.
10-17-8m.
Newsdealer.
JO BBIN G .
8-5

Algonquin Shoe

Men’s $1.00 Laundried Colored Shirts 37c., 3 for

O n ly O n c e —

124 S. 13th St., Philadelphia.
JAM ES Q. MYERS, Oaks, Fa.

OFF,

W oolen U nderw ear a t Cost.
Men’s 50c, Canton now 29c Boys’ 25c. Merino now 15c,
“ 50c. Ribbed now 37c
“ 25c. Gray now 20<i

Opposite Publie Square,

Eau Lustrale

O E N T T S TTZE3.

AURORA SHOE

m * A.T O N E -T H IR D

ALL SIZES.

If properly used, cures all ordinary
diseases of scalp, dandruff, eczema,
alopecia, etc.

i church,

MEN’S, YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’
SUITS
1

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

—OF—
Wrist Bags, Shopping Bags, ,
H A N D BAGS, -I
Chatelaine Bags.

[ gt. r»°1’3

To close out our stock of Overcoats, we are offering
many at one-half and one-third of regular price. Coati
that were—
$3.50 to $12.50
now
$1.75 to $8.50
and any price between.

J . D . S A L L A D E ’S ,

T hat no satisfaction was ever entered
of record by Thomas Davis and Elizabeth
Miller for their shares, which were pay
able a t the decease of the said widow, so
th a t the .satisfaction is incomplete as to
them. T hat the said widow Jemima Davis
died prior to 1847 and the petitioner be
lieves th a t the said Thomas Davis and
Ann Elizabeth Miller have long since been
deceased.
He therefore prays the Court to direct
the Sheriff of said county to give public
notice to said parties and their respective
heirs.
Notice is- hereby given to Thomas Davis,
Ann intermarried with Joseph Abrahams,
N athan Davis, Jesse Davis, Ann Elizabeth
Miller, and Benjamin Davis Miller, or
.QQ’g ey a .l l o g al. h g iy q o r r e p l^ggen t . a t i m es, .
to appear in said Court on Tuesday, April
7th, 1903, a t 10 o’clock a. m., to show
cadse why the proper decree should not be
granted and satisfaction of said recogniz
ance should not be entered upon the
record thereof. By the Court,
JOHN LARZELERE, Sheriff.
F. G. Hobson, Attorney for Petitioner.

smelt. Not till March does it begin
to run, and the Indians hail its ap
pearance as a harbinger of warm
weather—a sign of the spring’s com
ing. They rejoice then; they cele
Office, Norristown, Pa., March
brate their Easter festival. Thus is 9, Sheriff’s
1903.
3-12.
the fish a calendar.
“ It is a first-rate candle, as you
see. That is because it is so full of
oily fat. It can be burned either
with or without a wick. These that
I have brought home with me have
wicks to them; they burn better so.
But without wicks they burn pretty
well, though then they smoke a lit
tle and have a fishy odor.
“They are eaten in oil. I tried
them once, but it was no go. They
were too oleaginous for me. ”

CHI

FOR T E N DAYS at H A LF PRICE.

is required to tell time on one of my
guaranteed watches. You can always
SEE the right time on them. No
minutes fast to subtract, no minuiea
slow to add and consequently no mul
tiplication of anxiety and no division
of blame on the maker or seller.
When you want a reliable watch at
little cost, call on

’K THE ORPHAN*’ COURT OK

That on June 26, 1847, full satisfaction
was entered by Joseph Abrahams and Ann
his wife, >Jesse Davis and Benjamin D.
Miller.

OVERCOATS

In A n th m e tic

On Marcb 2nd, 1903, was presented the
petition of Samuel O. Perry, representing,
inter alia, th a t he is the owner of a messu
W O M A N S U F F R A G E A D V O C A T E S . age and 62 acres and 137 perches of laud,
more or less, iu Lower Providence town
Philadelphians are justly proud ship, said county, on the westerly side of
Ridge Turnpike Road, adjoining B aptist
of the literary eminence of Miss church
lot.
T hat on November 20th, 1837, certain
Agnes Repplier, and her views on real
estate of which the above tract was a
Woman Suffrage are therefore of p art was vested in Benjamin Davis, who
being so thereof seized, died intestate on
peculiar' interest. She recently or
about October 16th, 1837, leaving a
wrote from Rome—“ The right of the widow, Jemima Davis and four children,
Thomas Davis, Ann, intermarried with
woman taxpayer to vote is, and Joseph Abrahams, N athan Davis and
should be, wholly irrespective of Jesse Davis, and two grandchildren. Ann
Elizabeth Miller and Benjamin Davis
any qualification on her part, of Miller, children of Elizabeth, second child
of intestate, who was intermarried with
any use she is likely to make of the Henry
Miller and who died in the lifetime
privilege. It is not. a question of of her father. T hat under proceedings of
the
Orphans’
Court of Montgomery, insti
expediency, but of justice.” On tuted November
20th, 1837, partition was
this same subject Dr. Harriet Judd had iu the estate of said Benjamin Davis,
deceased. T hat the Jury of Inquest ap
Sartain expresses herself, “ I be praised and valued tract No. 1, contain
72 acres 145 perches of land a t the sum
lieve most fully in equal rights and ing
of $8165.40, which was adjudged to Nathan
equal suffrage for men and women, Davis and duly confirmed.
T hat said N athan Davis entered into a
with educational restrictions for reoognizanqe
in the sum of $8165.40, condi
both.”
tioned to pay to the other heirs a t law of
said decedent, the respective shares due to
said heirs, which said recognizance and
C A N D L E F IS H .
the moneys due thereon became a charge
or lien on said land. See Recognizance
Docket No. .2, page 239.
ARE FULL OF OILY FAT, AND ARE USED
T hat more than twenty-one years have
elapsed since the principal of said recog
AS LAMPS BY INDIANS.
nizance became due and payable. T hat no
thereon of principal or interest
Alfred Yugvq, of Castle Valley, payment
has been made within twenty-one years by
has in his library a package tied the present owner or owners of said land
or by any of the predecessors in title, nor
with red silk that resembles a bun has
any demand for the same been made.
T hat on April 6, 1838, satisfaction was
dle of smoked herring. In a visitor’s entered
on the record by Joseph Abrahams,
presence the other evening he took Jesse Davis and Ann Elizabeth Miller
‘•for
all
moneys due previous to the death
one of the long, lean, shriveled fish of the widow
of Benjamin Davis, dec’d.”
out of this bundle, held a lighted And on September 24, 1839, satisfaction
was
entered
by
Thomas Davis for like
match to its head, and it began to moneys.

burn with a olear flame like a can
dle. He used it as a candle, indeed,
in leading his visitor in the dusk
through his house, exhibiting his
bibelots and treasures.
“But this fish—this fish that
burns like a candle—what is it any
way ?” the stranger asked.
“ It is a candle fish, a tbaleichthys
pacificus,” returned Mr. Yugyo.
“ It is very fat, and the Indians eat
it, use it for illuminative purposes
and also make a calendar out of it.
“ It is fourteen inches long and as

A CLEAN S W E E P

w

ANTED — FAITHFUL PERSON
to post- \TORRI8TOW S HERALD BOOK
TO TRAVEL for well established
431 BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling, house in a few counties, calling on retail
F, W. SCHBURBN, Collegevili«. Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank merchants and agents. Local territory.

Books for Basks and Business Houses, given Salary $1024 a year and expenses, payable
special attention. Magazines bound and $19.70 a week in cash and expenses ad
repairing
done quickly and cheaply. Estt vanced. Position permanent. Business
I f you have anything to
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
successful and rushing. Standard House,
sell, advertise it in the Independent.
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
884 Dearborn S t., Chicago.
12-11.
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In making yonr purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price.
Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
Gents' Furnishing Goods
variety«

-A . H
§ barber, hi
Every department is stocked 1
with WINTER GOOD8 at price*I
that will make them move.
Beautiful patterns in Flannel-1
ettes, Serges and cashmeres, Out-1
ing Flannels, Wool Flannel, andV
materials that will make youI
comfortable.
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODSI
in variety. Hats, Caps, Boots aul I
Shoes. A complete line of F re ed ’s |L
Shoes. See our Corduroy Pants, §
good and strong.
Buy a PURITAN OIL HEATER I
and be comfortable, until yowl
coal bin is replenished; different ■
patterns to select from.
Horse snd Stable Blanket* l
Plush Robes—quality and price* |
right.
BOSS WASHING MACHINE.

In W. P. M M .’ mI
COLLEGEVILLE,

m
1
it

GROCERIES, a full and com
plete line at close prices.
Paints, Oils, Terra Cotta Pipe»
Cement, Sait, Crushed Oyrt® |
Shells.

E. G. Brownback,
TRAPPE, PA.

mAim ú eM

bis trade <
Magistrat

$ the i n d e p e n d e n t ®

First Ball Game of the Seaaon.

A New Chairman to be Elected.

The Ursinus College nine will
have a contest with the Deaf and
Dumb Institute nine of Mt. Airy,
Philadelphia, on the Ursinus
grounds next Saturday at 3 p. m.

A New Owner for Perkiomen Bridge

At the annual meeting of the
Democratic Standing Committee to
be held at the Rambo House, Nor
ristown, on April 6, a new Chair
man will be chosen. Wellington
Rosenberry, of Lansdale will not be
candidate for re-election. Among
the candidates named for the
position are Charles McAvoy and
D. F. Quillman, of Norristown, and
John U. . Hunsicker, of Schwenks
ville.

Hotel.

Evansburg and Vicinity.

not send a few hundred of his libra
ries over to Italy. Perhaps they
who were descendants of the great
Roman statesmen do not need
lamin’. They know it all.
Jacob Greger moved to Norris
town, and Isaac Famous bought the
place and has moved in the Greger
house.
John Smith proposes keeping a
boarding bouse. Houses for work
men or places to board are scarce
around here.
Andy Hood bas bought a lot of
timber near Amherst, Virginia.
Does not propose to move his family
down there, as they prefer to stay
in the North.
A guy rope supporting the “erect
ing stick” at the new brick works
became unloosened and the stick
fell with a crash. A workman be
came tangled up in the rope and
was dragged some fifteen feet and
deposited on the other side of a
brick wall under way of construc
tion. The man was badly bruised,
and was sent to the hospital at
Reading.
Miss Agnes Wren, of Pottsville,
and Miss Mel Coates, of Bridgeport,
visited us, their cousins and uncle,
Tuesday of last week.
Our daughter is improving gradu
ally, but must keep indoors until
after Easter. Saturday was the 21st
birthday, and Mrs. S. Howard
Yocum will accept thanks for re
membering her on that day. Thanks
to all our friends, true, kind, sin
cere friends.
A letter from our brother at
Pensacola, Florida, reports not en
joying usual good health as hereto
fore.
Sol. Henry has moved on his own
farm, the Wasson Tyson farm near
Oaks, and JoeRittenhousebas taken
possession of the Cresson-Gumbes
farm.
To see the gigantic proportions
this new brick plant is assuming
would astonish an ordinary native.
There is no kind of doubt brick will
always be in demand for building
and paving purposes, but concrete
will no doubt supersede bricks, and
all other material of the kind, for
paving, for piers, abutments for
bridges, and road building.
Supervisor Hallman has put the
roads at Yocum’s Corners in good
shape. Not until they needed re
pairing.

p tIU L K ! SALE OF

jpiJBLIC SALE OF

Mrs. Jacob C. Davis and Mrs.
Personal P ro p erty !
FRESH COWS!
Frank Swartley are both seriously
Will
be
sold
a
t
public
sale,
on
FRIDAY,
ill.
.
IN i ll V A N C K .
st
APRIL 3, 1903, a t the late residence of
John Kimes and family left this
the undersigned, in Oaks, the following
personal property : Bay mare, 13 hands
neighborhood on Saturday. After
Will be sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
■ M b ig b , 9 years old, sound and gen MARCH 30, 1903, a t D. H. Bean’s hotel,
Thursday, March 2 6 , ’0 3 .
staying a few days with relatives in
R epu b lican C o m m itte e.
tle, will work anywhere, a perfect Schwenksville, 25 fresh cows, with calves,
Philadelphia they will start for
lady’s horse; falllngtop buggy, in from Lebanon county. They are a lot of
Chairman Knipe has issued a call
their new home in Pike County.
good repair; express wagon, good; choice shapes and sizes and big milk and
C H U K C 11 S K K V lO K S .
for the County Committee to meet
set of light harness, rubber-mounted; set butter producers. Sale a t 1 o’clock. Con
of express harness, collar, traces, hames, ditions by
FRANK SCHWENK.
Rev. Mr. Randall, the new minis
„ Paul's Memorial Protestant Episcopal on April 27 to fix dates for holding
[OE.
etc.; sleigh, good as new; set sleigh bells,
F. H. Peterman, auct.
ter of the Baptist congregation,
b . n .ta Perkiomen. Rev. T. P. Ege, the State delegate and County Con
ladies’
side
saddle
in
good
condition,
bridle
moved into his parsonage on Tues
Rector.' Sunday services. 10.45 a m., 3.30 p. m ventions.
to match, woolen horse blanket, lined
ire offering!-Sunday school 2 30 p. m. Special ehoral and
(U O L I C S A L E O F
day. His goods were conveyed by
stable blanket, wheelbarrow, pair of trucks
M
ee
tin
g
of
School
Dtrectors.
S“ Metical service last Sunday in month. 3 p.
for
heavy timber, iron wheels and axles,
teams from New Britain, Bucks
ico. CJontJ „ vested choir. Free sittings. Cordial wel
P h iadelp h ia M arke ts.
just
the
thing
for
a
barn
builder
or
other
The fifteenth annual meeting of
county.
FRESH COWS!
heavy work; 2 cant-hooks, manure, hay
Wheat, 78 c. : corn, 47 c. ; wheat the School Directors’ Association of
come.
and other hooks, rake, shovels, hoes,
A. C. Keyser is moving into
m »er Providence Presbyterian Church, Kev. bran $21 and $21750; timothy bay, Montgomery county was held Thurs
spade, crowbars, heavy log chains, pick,
Henry K. Boyer’s house.
augers, bits, planes, chisels, 2 scythes and
n R B rodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 8.30 $16.50 and $18; eggs, 15 c. ; chickens, day in the Perkiomen Seminary
*.50
sheaths, wagon jack, feed chest with two
Will be sold a t public sale on THURS
^ P r e a c h i n g , 10.30 a. m . Y. P. S. O. E„ 7
14i and 15 c. ; steers, 4 to 5}; fat chapel at Pennsburg. The attend
Wm.
Wanner
has
rented
Isaac
apartments, holds 25 bushels; vinegar bar DAY, APRIL 2, 1903, a t Perkiomen
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
cows, 3 to 3|; sheep and lambs 3 to ance was good, and several inter
rel,
3
w
ater
barrels,
chicken
coops,
hen
Bridge Hotel, 20 fresh cows, with calves,
Weber’s house, now occupied by A.
esting subjects were well discussed.
manure, lot of other manure, 25 cedar bean and close springers. The lot includes a
TjCjreT providence Baptist Church. Preach- 7f; hogs, 10 @ 10J.
C. Keyser.
poles.
H
ousehold G o ods : 2 rocking number of very choice cows, and all are
The
Directors
were
royally
enter
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m„ every
chairs, 2 porch chairs, folding porch bench, big milk and butter producers. Private
D. Hearn Casselberry has pur
B O Y S .nirservices
tained by the Faculty of the Sem
•nndav Rev. Wm. Oourson, pastor. Bible
chopping block, iron kettle, 15 gallon; Sale of sheep and lambs on Tuesday and
chased of the heirs of the late Ed
C a ttle K ille d .
inary. The Association elected, the
‘’.hool 8.30a.m. Prayer meeting. Wednesday
hooks and chain, 3 lard cans, 2 of 50 lb., 1 Wednesday previous to sale. Public Sale
ward
Heyser,
the
property
adjoin
“ , ’ ttt 7.80. Sbannonville Mission, every
of 35 lb.; bedstead, good; washstand, on Thursday, April 2, a t 2 o’clock. Con
Seven cows from the W. H. Weth- following officers : President^ Silas
cradle, child’s high chair, high stool, 2 ditions by
seccud Sunday evening a t 7.80; Bible school,
F. H. BERNHISEL.
ing his farm, occupied for a number
Kahley; V. Presidents, W. W. Potts
erill
farm
at
Audubon
were
killed
dozen
Mason’s fruit jars, lot of picture L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
Sundays, at 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
of years by John Chappell.
and Jesse S. Kriebel; Secretary,
at
Schweiker’s
place
Tuesday
after
O F F ,! days
frames,
pictures,
small
stove,
large
stove,
a t7.30 p.m.; Bev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
lot of stove pipe, lot of flower pots and
noon. The cattle had been con F. W. Lockwood; Executive Com
Jerome Gennaria will take charge
I l I B L lC S A L E O F
saucers, 2 sets croquet, 2 tree boxes, 16 in.
i st. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Kev. demned by Dr. S. H. Price, of this mittee, Jesse S. Kriebel, J. T. Hall
of
the
farm
of
Isaiah
Reiff
about
square, new; hanging lamp with attach
, s L. Messiuger, pastor. Services every Suo- borough, and all were affected by man, Isaac Z. Reiner, Irwin Fisher
April 1st.
ments,' complete; map of Montgomery
in the following order: Sunday School a t
and Samuel J. Garner; Treasurer,
county; 2 bicycles, both good, one gentle
to now 15c, dav
FIN E CATTLE !
“ ’
preaching at 10.30 a. m. Catechetical tuberculosis.
Old Jupiter Pluvius has been as
man’s Columbia, the other a ladies’ wheel;
R. F. Hoffêcker.
now 20c,§lscture at 2 p. m. Y .P. S. C. E. prayer meet
2 hives of bees, lot of honey boxes, and
serting himself very decidedly for
ing at «.30 p. m. Preaching a t 7.30 p. in. Con
many other articles not mentioned. Sale
the last few days. His stock of
M e rc h a n t Fenton Loses his Horse.
a t 1 o’clock. Conditions by
In order to decrease the stock of LITTLE
Y. M . C . A. E n tertain m en t.
gregational prayer meeting on Wednesday eve
moisture
seems
inexhaustible.
JACOB B. GREGER.
MEADOWS FARMS, will be sold at
Thursday
night
the
gray
horse
ning at 7.30 o’olook. All are cordially Invited
The
entertainment
given
under
L.
H.
Ingram,
auct.
M.
N.
Greger,
clerk.
public
sale, a t PERKIOMEN BRIDGE
that did faithful service for Mer the auspices of the Y. M. C. A. of
to attend the services.
Farm hands are exceedingly
HOTEL, THURSDAY, APRIL 9, 1903, 2
chant
W.
P.
Fenton,
of
this
borough,
P. M., about THIRTY HEAD OF CAT
scarce just now. Everybody wants
Augustus Lutheran Church, Trappe. Kev.
Ursinus College, on Saturday eve
T t T i i l l E S T O F J A N E S I t. TLE, in various stages of profit, includ
to work on the trolley road and no
■W O Fegely, pastor. Services next Sunday for several years past, became ning attracted a fair sized audience.
suddenly
ill
and
died.
An
affection
H E I K E L , T r e a s u r e r o f t b e ing springers, a few with calves by date
»t 10a. m. and 7.30 p. m. There will be services
one on the farm. What will the
majority of the numbers on the
of sale, a few grade Guernsey heifers, B orough o f T rap p e,
of the lungs was the cause of the The
every Sunday evening throughout Lent.
farmer
do
?
and some fine fat cattle. Many of these
program were humorous selections
animal’s
death.
are fine cows with a good milk record and
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church,
and afforded considerable amuse
For the Year Ending February 28,1903.
Those who love to peruse the pro
test. Conditions will be made known a t
Bev H. P. Hagner, pastor. Services as follows:
ment. The program was as follows:
ceedings of murder trials have a
DEBIT.
Limerick—Sunday School 9.30 a. m.; preaching
HENRY K. BOYER.
Silent
solo,
Mr.
Harmen;
Reading,
S uccessful Institu te.
T otal amt. of duplicate. $l!2b0 98
most palatable menu before them
10 30 a. m. Trappe—Sunday School 1.80 p. m ;
L. H, Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
Penalty,
4 55
Mr.
Townsend;
Guitar
solo,
Mr.
just
now
in
the
daily
papers.
But,
The Montgomery County Sabbath
-$1285 53
preaching 2.80 p. m. Zieglersvllle-Sunday
Snyder; Soliloquy, Mr. Butz; Spell
Deduct abatements,
i 48 55
who killed Burdick ?
Sohool 9.30 a. m.; preaching 7.30 p. m. This School Association held a success
4* . collector’s fees,
25 59
SALE AT 9.30 A. M.
ing
Bee;
Recitation,
Mr.
Rice;
¡eryice will be the beginning of a series of five ful institute in Trinity Reformed
“ outstanding tail:, 171 »0
On Monday evening Mr. and Mrs.
»U B L 1C S A L E O F
-$ 246 04
lermona, to continue each Sabbath on the suf church, Skippackville, last Satur Auction sale, R. E. Miller; Guitar
John A. Bossert gave a birthday
fering and triumphant Christ. Temperance day. Among the speakers were: solo, Mr. Snyder;Quartette, Messrs.
Total receipts from duplicate, $1039 49
Looking Forward.
party in honor of their son Benja
meeting at Trappe on Thursday evening, April Dr. J. H. Hendricks of Collegeville; Butz, Price, McCullum and Wise;
Bn lance from last year,
736 00
min.
FRESH C O W S!
From outstanding tax, 1901,
70 30
Recitation,
Mr.
McCullum;
Music,
g, public welcome.
Before
1950
cars
will
be
operated
Rev. L. W. Hainer, of Norristown;
From Countv Treasurer, lie; nse, 228 00
Mandolin
Club.
The
program
was
From Schuylkill Trnction Co.,
100 00
Collegevllle Charge, Kev. J . H. Hendricks, B. W. Dambly, Harriet Johnson,
on double tracks between Norris
&
From Telegraph and Telephone
interspersed with a number of town and the upper part of Trappe,
D. D„ pastor. Collegevllle Church: Sunday, and Sylvester Orr, of Skippack.
Com pani es,
Item
s
From
Trappe.
90 88
phonograph selections by Messrs.
Will be sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
Sunday School at 9, preaching, a t 10; the Junior
From Premium Foreign Insur
passing any given point along the
APRIL 6, 1903, a t Black Rock hotel, two
ance Company,
72
C. E. prayer service at 2 p. m., and the Y. P. S.
Confirmation services at the
Paist.
From sale of pipe and bricks,
5 01
car-loads of fresh cows, with calves, and
A G enerous D onation.
V. E. prayer service, Miss M argaret Bordner
line every five minutes. There will Lutheran church on Palm Sunday.
springers, direct from Rockingham county,
$2270 40 Virginia. I have carefully selected an
leader, at 7 o’clock.
Death of A braham G rater.
Mr. and Mrs. I. Heston Todd, of
be no overhead wires and the cars
David
Tyson
is
having
his
farm
Sltlppaekvllle Church: Sunday School a t 8.30
CREDIT.
other lot of choice cows—fine shapes, good
Port Kennedy, have generously
Abraham Grater died at his home, will be propelled by electric storage bouse, on what is known as the
Paid for surveyor,
$ 2 50
o’clock, and preaching at 7.30 p. m.
sizes and big milk and butter producers,
agreed
to
donate
sufficient
historic
this
borough,
on
Tuesday,
having
14 Board of Health exand desire to keep right on pleasing my
reprinted
by
hinge are tote! Iron!)ridge Chapel: Sunday, Sunday School
batteries or by compressed air. The Schrack farm,
pe
rises,
31
10
ground
at
Valley
Forge
for
the
site
customers. Also 1 stock bull, 100 pigs and
reached the age of 88 years, 4
at2p. m., and preaching a t 7.30 p. m. .
Schlichter
and
Rahn.
44 inspecting telegr’h poles,
8 33
population
along
the
line,
between
shoats,
and a lot of ewes and lambs. Sale
44 costs and attorney fees,
All three Sunday Schools are preparing to of the proposed Episcopal memorial months and 4 days. A widow and
16 88
a t 9.30 a. m. Conditions by
44 printing,
12 25
Fair Prices ruled at Frazier’s
chapel. The proffer will be ac three sons and one daughter sur ’03 and ’50, will be trebled, and
meet every pj hold a special Easter service.
WM. GARTLAND.
44 repairs on road machine, 14 30
The regular quarterly meeting of the Con. cepted by Rev. W. Herbert Burk, vive: Garret, of Pottstown; Michael, thousands of Norristowners will sale of cows and shoats at Baker's
44 lumber, nails and spikes, 29 60
L. H. Ingram, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
44 coping stones,
8 36
slstory of the Collegevllle church, Thursday rector of All Saint’s Church, Nor of Norristown; Milton, and Lizzie, spend their summer months in this hotel, Monday.
44 crushed stone and freight. 182 78
hundreds ofi evening, April 2.
ristown, the projector of the move wife of Frank T. Preston, of Phila section of the beautiful Perkiomen
44 Street Commissiondr,
70 79
A quarterly meeting of the vestry
p U B L IC SA LE O F
44 labor on streets and inament.
delphia. The deceased followed the Valley. The population of College men will be held at Augustus
terial,
341
89
occupation of farmer for the greater ville will be increased from 800 to Lutheran church next Saturday
44 settlement in AusterHome and Abroad.
bury case,
188 98
Indiana State H o rses!
E n te rta in m e n t.
part of his life, and some years ago at least 8,000, and there will be a afternoon at 2 o’clock. •
44 interest on bonds,
126 00
spacious
town
hall
with
a
Council
44 State tax,
26 60
The Quaker school of Upper owned the farm now in possession chamber, and an office room for the
T
H
E
W
O
N
D
E
R
F
U
L
C
L
O
C
K
P
L
A
N
T
B. F. Schlichter has received the
44 salaries and audit,
■76 00
Providence, will give an enter of H. H. Fetterolf, in this borough. Burgess, all fitted up in 1950 style. contract to paint the new Odd
44 room rent, fuel and light, 10 00
I —Yea,
The
Conservatory
of
Purdue
Uni
In
addition
to
his
business
affairs
4
4
sinking
fund,
800
00
tainment on Saturday evening,
A part of the basement will serve Fellows’ hall at Collegeville.
------- $1946 36
versity, Lafayette, Ind., says the
—Even in March
March 28, for benefit of library. he took a prominent part in re as a lock-up for invading boozers,
Balance,
$ 324 04
Will be sold a t public sale, on THURS
Howard Reiff will remove to Cincinnati Enquirer, is in possess
DAY, A PRIL 2, 1903, a t Spang’s hotel,
Doors open at 7; exercises to begin ligious matters and served as a and other wayward characters. The
S IN K IN G FU N D ACCOUNT.
ard.
—Heat and moisture
Mennonite
preacher
for
a
number
of
Schwenksville,
22 horses direct from the
Collegeville
about
the
first
of
April,
Rec’d
from
general
fund,
$
800
00
at 7.30. Admission 10 cents. If
ion of several rare specimens of
street lamps (and the mud on Third
S tate of Indiana, where they were very
14 55
44
interest on deposit,
the weather should prove unfavor years. He was a man of strong avenue) of the present, will exist having rented a part of Mrs. A. H. what is known in botany as the
—
Have
accomplished
much
------$
814
55
carefully selected by Daniel Hoff. The lot
10c. a yj
able the entertainment will be given convictions and fearless in express
comprises drivers, pacers and trotters,
CREDIT.
in the memory of the past, and Tyson’s house on Second- avenue.
“ des madium gycean,” or clock Paid bond and interest
j —In forwarding the development on the following Wednesday eve ing his opinions and beliefs. The only
j
draught and general purpose horses,
on
same,
$
509
00
Glen
wood,
rich
in
its
historical
David
Tyson,
his
son
Stephen,
of
young, well shaped, well bred, and good
225 00
funeral will be held on Saturday
plant. The plant is so named on 44 interest on bonds,
inoleums, w| of varioUS formS ° f ™ ge ta tio n ’
associations,
will
be
greatly
en
ning. = = = = = = = = = =
--------$
734
00
sizes and colors. Buyers can’t, make a
next at 10 a. m.; all services at larged and famous as a summer re this borough, and Hosea Walker of account of the peculiar action of its
mistake in making their selections from
Collegeville attended Graber’s sale
id in the itai —Some of the weather wise look
$ 80 55 | this lpt of horses. Horses can be seen and
Balance,
Trinity church at 11 a. m., to which
A W o m a n Assaulted.
leaves
when
coming
in
contact
with
sort.
The
verdant,
wooded
banks
of
horses
at
Pennsburg,
Friday.
[ upon
RESOURCES.
handled three days prior to sale. A horse
all are respectfully invited. Under
of the Perkiomen will be dotted
Mrs. Ernest Saveke, who lives on
buyer will be on hand to pay cash for fat
Outstanding tax for 1901,
$ 19 55
M. H. Keeler, painter and paper the sunlight. The plant is a native
—The advance Spring has made the Old Welsh road near the Tren taker J. L. Bechtel will have charge with attractive summer cottages,
44
44 1902,
171 90
I horses. Free dinner to bidders and buy
of
Borneo,
and
in
its
native
State
of
the
remains.
324
04
Balance
in
general
fund,
ers. Sale a t 1 o’clock. Conditions by
| with some gloomy forebodings.
and the sound of sweet music hanger, had the misfortune on Fri
ton cut-off railroad, this county, was
,4
44 sinking fund,
80 55
FRANK SCHWENK.
day to fall from the roof of his coal never exceeds three feet in height.
--------$ 596 05
at
eventide
will
sweep
over
the
terribly
beaten
Thursday
morning
F. H. Peterman, auct.
—But let it be hoped that Jack by a new farm hand, who after
Bonded indebtedness,
$9500 00.
M u s lc a le .
house and fracture a rib.
The young plants at the Purdue
bosom
of
the
river
rippled
by
gentle
Frost will extend his vacation until wards ransacked the house and
After being duly qualified we examined above
Though the elements were not summer zephyrs from southland.
Mrs. Wm. Gristock, of near this Conservatory are only four inches statem ent and found same correct according to 3 U B L I C S A L E O F
I next October.
vouchers
placed in our hands.
escaped. Mrs. Saveke’s husband in merriest mood last Saturday eve- Between now and then tree butch borough, was stricken with par in height, the bloom is pea shaped
had left home early Thursday to ning, yet the parlors of Miss Ida L. ering will be relegated to the bar alysis Thursday night. Though in and lilac in color. The name clock
GEO. W. RAMBO,
—The citizens of
Auditors.
H. D. ALLEBAOH,
drive to Philadelphia with a load of Robison’s home on Second Avenue barism of the past, and there will her 90th year Mrs. Gristock’s
Personal P rop erty!
P H IL IP W ILLIA RD ,
—Schwenksville are now in a truck. She is 67 years of age and were well filled with invited guests be even more shade in Collegeville condition is at this writing reported plant is derived on account of the
Taggert’s Big Spring Sale of horses,
position
her condition is serious. District who enjoyed another of the pleasing then than now, and this borough to be improved. Dr. W. Z. Anders action of the sun’s rays on the
wagons, harness, farming implements, and
musicalesgiven bythe pupils under will easily remain the prettiest attends her.
p R IV A T E SA LE O F
Attorney
Hendricks
has
detectives
leaves.
These
leaves
are
three
in
seed
potatoes, will be held THURSDAY,
her instruction. I d addition to the town in the whole county. And,
MARCH 26, 1903, a t 12 o’clock, noon, a t
DeKalM —To learn in the course of time at work on the case.
number,
a
large
one
extending
for
B. W. Weikel Esq. is having an
DeHaven’s coal yard, near DeKalb Street
well-rendered selections by the take a breath ye old timers, a vast
’ —That of all kinds and grades of
REAL E S T A T E !
Bridge, Norristown, 20 head of fine horses
pupils, a felicitous feature of the majority of the present adult popu overshoot attached to his barn. ward, with two small ones at the
politics, borough politics is the most
for work and driving, 2. cup tro t
S c h w e n k s v ille a Borough.
Poley is doing the carpenter base pointing » sideways. These X farm containing 20 acres ,oi
3 U I U iU tC b .- ^ L e V O f n e w ,
program were the taking songs by lation, past forty years of age, will Elmer
interesting.
good land in Limerick tow nstnp,i,. . .
The. citizens of Schwenksville, Miss Sara Hendricks, as were'aiSEr bS sleeping tliBlT'last, IoDgsleep. Tv<3i*lr.
and second-hand farm wagons,
coming in contact with the rays of fronting on Reading Turnpike ■■■■]
Jarrettow
n hay wagon with seat
after
rather
long
effort,
have
suc
the mandolin solos given by Miss Their lives will be as a thrice-told
—It is reported that the coming
Joseph Buckwalter, of Philadel the sun, oscillate like the pendulum road and township line road di-JfJJLJ
and 3 locks; buggies, dearborns, harness
mine host of Perkiomen Bridge ceeded in having their attractive Gertrude Farley of Philadelphia, a tale, and some of the good they ac phia, visited Mrs. Wm. Roberts, of a clock, the larger leaf moving viding Upper Providence and Limerick in variety, big lot of new and second-hand
townships. Substantial brick house and all dairy fixtures, seed potatoes, several cars
[ hotel will lease the yard and stable town incorporated as a borough. Miss of tender years yet evidently complished will be cherished in the Thursday.
improvements. Plenty of good of the best, including S ta te of Maine,
upward and downward, going its modern
po Howard Reiff and Jacob Sterner. The preliminary decree was banded a master of the instrument so re memory of the living.
water, orchard, etc. The land is unex Green Mountain, Rural New York and
The Temperance Society of the full length every 45 minutes, the celled
down by Judge Swartz last week sponsive to her touch. After the
for trucking. Will b e . sold very others, the kind you are looking for. Con
United Evangelical church will
[ -Street Commissioner Hoyer ex- and those who have borne the bur program refreshments were served,
reasonable. Apply to
ditions by
JOS. R. TAGGERT.
smaller
leaves
moving
toward
the
hold
a
literary
meeting
on
Thursday
P
E
R
S
O
N
A
L
.
D.
B. LINDERMAN, Limerick, Pa.
f pects to repair Third avenue in the den of the contest ended certainly and the social hour following helped
A. M. Bergey, auct.
3-19.
R.
D.
No.
1,
Royersford.
2-26.
larger,
completing
the
distance
for
deserve congratulations. The terri to round out a most delightful eve
rnear future.
Mr. and Mrs.- R. D. Weaver of evening, April 2.
tory of the new borough contains
Mrs. G. F. Clamer, Mrs. C. U. ward and back every 45 minutes
»L B L IC S A L E O F
—Because its old charter limits about 200 acres of land, a population ning. The pupils who took part on Seeley, N. J. spent Sunday with Bean,
o r r e n t .
Lillian T. Miller, Ella Det thus resembling the hour and
James
Paist
and
the
program
were:
Gertrude
Mri
and
Mrs.
[ the tax rate of 6 mills, which is not of about 350, 85 dwelling houses,
A
substantial
dwelling
house
with
wiler, and E d D a Keeler constitute minute hands of a clock. The United seven rooms, in Collegeville. Apply to
[sufficient to provide for needed itn- about 100 voters, and quite a num Yeakel, Carrie Thomas, Adella family.
An A utom obile!
the
committee of the Lutheran States Conservatory at Washington
Croll,
Ethel
Schwenk,
AnDa
Hun
W. J. OGDEN,
| provements, some Pottstown people ber of business places.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dando of church
2-26.
Eagle Hotel, Ironbridge.
to
solicit
donations
for
sicker,
Lillian
Himes,
Randall
DetWill
be
sold a t public sale, on SATUR
[ favor a new charter.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charity Hospital, Norristown.
having lost the same character of
wiler, Bertha Saylor, Winfred Lan Philadelphia
DAY, APRIL 11, 1903, a t the residence of
A.
M.
Halteman,
Sunday.
plants by the cold of the present
the undersigned in Collegeville, an auto
des, Lareta Scheuren, Grace Saylor,
D eath o f S am u e l H . Longaker.
| —Read the new adver. of Herman
o r kale o r r e n t .
A social club—young men and
mobile, on account of expenses and cost of
£Wetzel, the clothier, on another
A large and substantial brick house storage. Particulars a t sale, a t 1 o’clock
Hattie Fetterolf spent last week ladies—of Phoenixville, enjoyed a winter, have requested the Uni
Samuel H. Longaker, a prominent Madge «Stroud, Mary Klausfelder,
in
good
repair,
large
stable,
lot
of
land,
versity
to
supply
them
with
speci
Elizabeth
Yerkes,
Nora
Yorgey.
[page.
visiting
relatives
and
friends
in
sharp, by
J. G. LANDES..
citizen and miller at Schwenks
banquet at Beckman’s hotel last
trees and vines, excellent supply of
L. H. Ingram, auctioneer.
3-19.
mens, and several plants will be fruit
Germantown.
ville,
died
suddenly
Saturday
morn
Thursday
night.
water,
&c.
F
or
particulars
call
on
or
ad
—A dog supposed to be mad on ing. The attack was a stroke of
given the Government for use in the dress
B.
T.
KEYSER.
To th e S in g ers a t Valley Forge
Elsie C. Miller, of Chatham, Pa.,
l Monday bit John W. Henry, a 10 apoplexy and came upon Mr. Long
Contractor and builder E. S, Conservatory at Washington. The
spent Saturday and Sunday with Poley has moved from the farm to specimens at Purdue are the only Windsor House. (2-12) Norristown, Pa. y i T T L E M E A D O W S F A R M S .
In 1878.
t year-old-son of John Henry of
aker at his home. Death followed
I Pottstown.
IMPROVED YORKSHIRE SWINE.
The following is ^cheerfully re Marthp F. Landes, of near Phoenix his residence in this borough, ones in existence in this country
in a short time. Mr. Longaker was
HIGH GRADE GUERNSEY CALVES.
o r sa l e .
.
where he will carry on his business
published
from the last issue of the ville.
I —Rev. C. H. Gramm, of Swanton, 63 years old and one of the best Phoenixville
A
Demorest
Sewing
Machine;
it
has
Messenger : “To those
Reuben Tyson, of Upper Provi more extensively than heretofore.
been used but little and is in good condi
n n u a l st a t e m e n t o f w . f
Ohio, a graduate of Ursinus, has known men in that vicinity. He alive who took
part
with
me
in
the
dence
is on a trip to Baltimore and
tion. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.
FENTO N» T r e a su r e r o f B o r
Ephraim Sax will move in part of
o r r e n t .
\ accepted a call as assistant pastor was the head of the milling firm of grand chorus at the Centennial An
o u g h o f U o lle g e v ilie «
Washington.
Two houses, with garden, for rent.
¡fies are the ¡of Zion’s German Reformed Church, S. H. Longacre & Co. His son-in
the farm house of Anna Brunner,
Apply to
E. W. ANDERS,
niversary of Valley Forge on the
RECEIPTS.
and
John
Weikel
will
farm
Mrs.
o r sa l e .
law,
Horace
Kratz,
was
associated
g
Reading.’
Paul
Engle,
clerk
at
Fenton’s
2-12,
R. D. No. 2, Norristown, Pa.
3ST, at
date, greeting: It is proposed store, spent Sunday with his par Brunner’s farm on shares.
5000 posts for fencing. Apply to
Bal. in Treas. from ldfet state
with him in business. He was above
R. M. ROOT, 221 High St.,
ment,
$ 557 07
| —The State Capitol Commission twice married and is survived by and arrangements are now in pro ents at Hoyertown.
Cash rec’d from taxes, 1901,
311 98
3-19-2t.
Pottstown, Pa.
has selected Vermont granite as the his second wife and daughter. Mr. gress, to celebrate on the 19th of
18
“
1902,
802 03
ANTED.
*
*
from
United
Tele
Ella
Price,
entertained
a
number
June
next,
the
125th
Anniversary
A good man (young and single) on
material for the new building at Longaker, was a brother to Edward
FROM
OAKS.
phone
Co.,
*
47
00
o r sa l e .
small farm. One used to care of horses
young ladies on Friday evening
j Harrisburg.
Cash rec’d from hotel licenses, 342 00
Longaker, of Linfield, and Mrs. of the departure of Washington and of
A butcher route with or w ithout fix preferred. Call a t once.
We have been enjoying most
**
**
Schuylkill
his army from Valley Forge, on a last. The evening was spent in
2-26.
D. H. RITTER, Jeffersonville, P a.
tures. Apply to
Co.,
50 00
■ —Solomon Shiner dropped dead Sarah Miller, of Camden.
scale of grandeur if possible to ex playing games, etc. Refreshments lovely weather the week that has CashTraction
8-19.
R. P. BALDWIN, Collegeville, Pa.
rec’d from Del. and A t
at Weatherly, Pa., while acting as
passed ; that if Sunday was a rainy
lantic Co.,
45 00
ceed the celebration in which we were served.
rec’d from foreign Insur
C o m in g Anniversary o f Z w in g lla n
pall-bearer.
ANTED.
we could not help but be Cashance,
took part twenty-five years ago al
88
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Clamer have Sunday,
IO R S A L E .
Married or single man to hire by
L iterary Society.
grateful.
It
did
not
require
a
grate
Cash
rec’d from United Tele
most,
musically.
Again
has
been
Siberian
20th
century
oats,
60
cents
F<
returned from their trip to Atlantic full of coal to keep us warm, as a
the month.
E. W. ANDERS,
—Thomas Smith, a Reading
phone Co.,
49 50
intrusted
to
me
the
direction
of
the
a
bushel.
Apply
to
On
Friday
evening,
March
27th,
2-12.
R. D. No. 2, Norristown, Pa.
Cash
rec’d
from
Board
of
City.
marble dealer, died, leaving an
D. M. CASSELBERRY,
light wood fire to take the chill off
H ealth,
1 25—$2,206 71
musical
portion
of
the
program
the
thirty-third
anniversary
of
the
estate of $8,000 to be expended for a
3-19.
Evansburg, Pa.
DISBURSEM ENTS.
Catharine Hopper of Germantown was sufficient and thereby we saved
which probably will follow closely
' five foot statué of himself over his Zwinglian Literary Society of Ur that
ANTED.
W OR K ON G EN ER A L H IG H W A T .
has
been
spending
the
week
with
coal.
This
no
doubt
can
be
attrib
of 1878. And, it is my desire
sinus College will be held in the
To board a child In a good Christian
grave.
abor,'
$346
83
uted to that infinite wisdom referred LCrushed
O R SA LE.
auditorium of Bomberger Memorial that all those who sang then shall Alma Clamer.
family; Protestant. Will pay $1.50 per
stone,
100
76
pigs.
Apply
to
Lot
of
suckin.
F
to
by
Mr.
Baer,
President
of
the
Lumber,
75
36
sing
again
in
the
coming
event
.
week.
Apply Children’s Aid Society of
Hall.
The
society
is
the
oldest
or
i —The Montgomery County Bar
Mrs. Jos. Culbert is still on the Reading Railway Co. The sun Bricks,
E . W. ANDERS,
11 10
321 South 12th S t., Phila., P a.
Association will hold its annual ganization of its kiDd at the insti aided of course by many additional sick list.
Sand and hauling,
12 65
Near Fairview Village. Penna.,
3-12.
, 2-26-4t.
crossed the line without any very Flagstone and coping, 29 10
tution, and has never lacked merit voices to fill the depleted ranks,
banquet ou April 18.
gutters,
20 76
Mr. and Mrs. Hirlinger of Phila great display of the elements, but Bricking
on such occasions. A varied and will be greatly pleased to hear from
Blacksmith work,
5 25
O R S AI Æ.
ANTED.
h ~The Roberts Machine Compan elevating literary program has been those who can assist, so they can be delphia were the guests of Dr. and amid anthems of birds and peep Cement,
2 60
To board a child in a good Christian
Terra
cotta
pipes,
6 00
F
frogs. St. Patrick’s Day was a fine Shoveling snow,
has placed a steam heater in the prepared and anorchestraof worthy kept in touch with affairs as they Mrs. Cornish over Sunday.
10 13
Poland China boar, shoats, pigs, corn, ■family; Catholic. Will pay $1.50 per week.
one,
typical
of
the
patron
saint.
: residence of John I. Keyser of this talent has been ëngaged. Immedi progress. Very truly yours,
Surveying.
'
16
90—$
687
43
cornfodder, seed oats, hay, and a good Apply Children’s Aid Society of Penna.,
Mrs. Harry Dettra was a visitor
borough.
L IG H T IN G .
Saturday a rain storm from the
heavy horse.
J. K. HARLEY,
J. O. K. Robarts,
821 South 12th S t., Phila., Pa.
2j26-4t.
ately after the regular exercises i
in town on Tuesday.
3-5-2t.
Trappe, Pa.
Lighting
and
attend
south and west, with a change Sun ing lamps,
Phoenixville, Pa
public reception will be given. Re
$172
50
I' ~Tbe auditors and supervisors freshments
Mae
and
Gertrude
Clamer
are
day to the north and northeast.
Headlight oil,
80 63
will be served. The
ANTED.
| of Upper Providence township met
■
visiting friends in Pottstown.
Step ladder and re
general
public,
and
especially
all
Sober, honest, willing, and indus
2 97—$ 25600
fit Black Rock beginning of last
The weather of March, 1903, can pairs,
N
otes
From
Ironbridge.
trious man, from 20 to 30, to work on light
BOARD O F H E A LTH .
go on record as perfect spring
week. The present indebted ness friends of the society are hereby
delivery
wagon. Must have fair education
cordially invited to attend. Exer
$ 7 50
Annie Nickum, of Bethlehem, is L E N T E N S E A S O N A T S E A S H O R E . weather. If it were April instead Disinfectants,
and be able to write plain English. Wages
of the township is $6100.00.
Health
officer’s
salary,
15
00—$
22
60
cises will begin promptly at eight the guest of Mary Ella Detwiler,
$15 per month and board. Steady work
of March, our faith in the stability
M ISCELLANEOU S.
I for right man. None other need apply.
—A. H. Denerly, a Barren Hill o’clock.
H E A R IN G ’S F A S T E X P R E S S S E R V IC E .
of the weather would not be the Hall rent and lock-up, $ 32 00
Five
P
e
r
C
ent
Investm
ent.
Irwin Cook is suffering with tonAddress in own handwriting.
barber, had to pay $9.80 for plying
Printing,
13 00
One ol fashion’s wisest decrees is the least shaken.
E. C. PHIPPS,
silitis.
,
Curb’g
Ham
erprop’ty,
476
45—$
521
45
We
have
accepted
the
agency
for
the
his trade on Sunday. A Norristown
A N e w Law .
I 2-20-31.
Norristown, Pa.
annual cessation of sooial festivities dur
sale
of
a
limited
number
of
Bonds
of
the
SA
LA
R
IES.
The
grass
is
getting
green
and
ment Is stockai Magistrate imposed the fine.
May and Cora Hunsicker are ing Lent. That this short pause between
A bill allowing a two-third vote learning
Phoenix
Gas
and
Electric
Company.
These
W.
P.
Fenton,Treas.,
$
25
00
the
grain
presents
the
appearance
dressmaking at Norris the whirl of winter and summer gayeties
OOD8 at prlM*|
bonds are sold as a temporary loan to
J.M.Zimmerman, el’k, 25 00
of the trustees of the state hospitals
of á bountiful crop.
Geo. W. Zimmerman,
s t a t e n o t ic e .
erect a new plant to be run by w ater
town.
relieves and reinvigorates both mind and
for
the
insane
to
free
patients
lem move.
solicitor,
85 00
power in place of the present expensive
E state of Henry S. Ellis, late of Up
Sale of Stocks.
Dandelions and dandelion hunters Frunk Kinglcr, pole
having been restored to health,
Horace Tyson and family of Bar to body is well understood and of late years
system of steam power. They are first per Providence township, Montgomery
inspector,
20 00
ms in Flannel-1 Thomas B. Evans, real estate and after having been committed by the spent a brief vacation here last the number of persons who have added a are plenty, and the dandelion will
mortgage,
denomination
$500
and
payment
county,
deceased. Letters testamentary
Auditors’ foes,
6 00—$111 90
ashmeres. Owj stock broker, held an extensive sale criminal courts was signed by Gov. week.
Bal. in treasury,
658 33—$2,206 71 a t 5 per cent, free of tax. We consider on the above estate having been granted
sojourn a t the seashore during a t least take rank with many of our delica
them the best of local investments for our to the undersigned, all persons indebted
ol Flannel, anäi of stocks and bonds at Hotel Mont Pennypacker. This law was de
SPEC IA L BOND FUND.
clients. If your money is lying idle or at to the same are requested to make prompt
B ertha Williams is learning mil part of the Lenten Season has largely in cies as to greens and salads.
Hal. in treasury March 2,1902 $ 512 21
vili make ï<"| gomery,
Norristown, Saturday signed to free Wm. Lock, who
creased.
low rate of interest give this your atten settlement, and those having claims
Now if we are Dot subjected to a Cash rec’d taxes 1901,
141 79
morning. First National Bank stock killed his child in Plymouth 7 or 8 linery at Pottstown.
Atlantic City, with its many fine hotels, Delaware peach blight before spring
44
44 1902,
384 56—$1,018 56 tion. We solicit correspondence and in against said estate will present them with
quiry.'
out delay to
Sara Hunsicker, formerly of this with splendid sun parlors, added to the
sold for $172 per share ; Montgom- years ago. He was suffering from
DISBURSEM ENT BOND FUND.
to stay, why the spring of Paid bond
MARY ANN ELLIS, Executrix,
November 12,
$ 500 00
^National Bank, $220 per share ; typhoid delirium at the time and place, is suffering with a severe at magnificent boardwalk full exposed to the comes
Oaks, P a.
Paid interest on bonds,
283 33
Williams
•&
Gilkyson,
MOhtgomery Trust Company, $201 was acqnitted upon the ground of tack of typhoid fever at the Jeffer- sun, and the balmy salt air, influenced by 1903 will beat all records.
Or
her attorney, G. W. Zimmerman,
Bal. in treas. March 2,1903,
235 23—$1,018 56
2-5.
It is about time to set a hen. Set
Norristown, Pa.
per share ; Norristown Trust Com- insanity. He was sent to the son hospital, Philadelphia, at which the nearby Gulf Streams, offers good in
GENERAL STATEMENT.
No. 27 South Main Street,
pfioy, $144.50 per share; People’s hospital, where he was completely place Miss Hunsicker is one of the ducements for the physical improvement out onions, and if you are not set Total valuation of tax duplicate, $397,120.
ational Bank, $128 per share ; restored to his normal condition. nurses.
of the Lenten sojourner, and though there tled hunt a more congenial neigh Total amt. for boro, purposes, $1092 08
P H Œ N IX V IL L E , F A .
s t a t e n o t ic e .
due from 1901,
335 22—$1,427 30
to live in. One of our resi Taxes
E state of Jacob Z. Gottwals, late of
*i'Io Avenue Market Company, The entire staff of physicians de
Tax collected 1901,
$ 811 98
Herbert Detwiler, of West Ches are no extensive festivities, numerous borhood
Oaks Upper Providence township, Mont
Exonerations li’Ol,
23 24
M , Per shore j Ridge Avenue cided he was competent for dis ter Normal School, who_ was home quiet social celebrations of varied kinds, dents who has little or no love for Taxes
gomery
county, deceased. Letters testa
collected 19o2,
802 03
IERKIOMEN VALLEV
market Company, stock bid to $136 charge. All the trustees save one for a vacation, has again resumed relieve the mind. If you wish to properly the degenerate Rbman, proposes to Abatements,
27 97
mentary having been granted to the un
Mutual
Fire
Insurance
Co.
262 08—$1,427 30
per share and withdrawn.
dersigned, all persons indebted to said es
enjoy the trip, sta rt right, going by the move out because annoyed by the Outstanding taxes 1902,
agreed—Col. Elliott refused. It bis studies.
o f Montgomery County.
TAX D U PLICA TE FO R BOND PU R PO SE.
tate are requested to make immediate
Philadelphia & Reading Route’s fast, Dagoes, as a large colony are located
required the unanimous consent of
payment. Those having legal claims
bond purpose,
mills, $ 496 40
H. Wilford Narhood, of Perki- well equipped trains, leaving Chestnut here, engaged in building the new For
the trustees.
Taxes due from 1901,
152 36against the same, will present them w ith
648 75
Incorporated
May
18,
1871.
omenville, has accepted a clerkship street and South street ferries, Philadel brick works. They are of a lower Taxes collected. 1901, * $ 144 79
How’s This?
out delay in proper order for settlement to
1901,
lo 56
JOHN U. GOTTWALS, Executor,
in M. T. Hunsicker’s store.
phia, a t convenient intervals. Tickets order, short in stature, and one Exonerations,
# «offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Taxes collected 1902,
864 56
¡j.19
Oaks P. O., P a.
Wakeful Children.
able
bodied
American
can
do,
and
A
batemouts
for
1902,
12
72
sold
and
baggage
checked
through
from
Mrs. John S. Hunsicker is slowly
. y case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
Outstanding taxes 1902,
119 12—$ 648 75
does
do,
just
twice
as
much
as
two
For
a
long
time
the
two
year-old
child
of
all
points
on
Philadelphia
&
Reading
ey taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
recovering.
L IA B IL IT IE S .
Dagoes. “The Italians are more
p R IV A T E SA LE O F
• J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O. Mr P. L. McPherson, 59 North Tenth S t ,
$7,000-00.
Adolph Genzel is ill with the grip. Railway and its connections. See agents remarkable for what'theyhave been, Bonds outstanding,
Harrisburg, Pa , would sleep but two or
for
full
particulars.
,
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $8,400,000.
ASSETS.
Chen»,!'? fioffersigried, have known F. J.
Joseph'G
eyer
is
recovering
from
and might be, than what they are.” Taxes outstanding 1902, gen’l
Derlfoti,.°v.*'*le ' a8t years, and believe him three hours ln the early part of the night,
Valuable R eal E sta te!
Compared with their stature, they
fund,
$ 262 08
W«fm. L 5 r r&ble ln a" business trans- which made It very hard for her parents. an attack of peritonitis,
Chronic Diarrhoea.
Taxes outstanding 1902, bond
Office
o
f
the
Company:
A
very desirable property in the borough
could
be
classed
with
the
pigmy
S. H. Gottshalk and family moved
oblUr«tim<i fl"ancla” y able t0 carry out any Her mother concluded that the child had
fund,
119 U
COLLEGEVILLE. F A . of CollegeviUe, having a frontage on Main
Wert i £ . made by thelr Arm.
Mr. C. B. Wingfield, of Fair Play, Mo , race. They, however, were food Lien for curbing,
625 07
to
Spring
City
on
Tuesday.
stomach
trouble,
and
gave
her
half
of
one
of
■ i ■ street of 1000 feet, admirably
0
Jfboteea'e Druggists, Toledo,
in treas., gen’l fund,
658 38
who suffered from chronic dysentery for 35 for cranes, but a buzzard would not Balance
Chamberlain’? Stomach and Liver Tablets,
^ S l l adapted for building lots, and a
Balance in treas., bond fund,
235 23—$1,899 83
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secrbtakt.
eat
the
class
whocometoour
shores,
rfgist^T ofeaT a* Marvin’ Whole8ale which quieted her stomach and she slept the
years,
says
Chamberlain’s
Colic,
Cholera
and
•
111111 substantial and delightfyilly loWe, the undersigned auditors, have examined
If it’s a biliops attack, take Chamberlain’s
H. W. KRATZ, President,
svnbacKi actlnv r i i rrb <-'ure 18 taken Internally, whole nig’ t through. Two boxes of these Stomach
liikL liScated dwelling house. This prop
it correct.
and Liver Tablets and a quick re Di rrhoea Remedy did him more good than whose moral status is way below the above account and found
erty will be sold on easy terms. Apply to
Norristown, Pa.
L . H. INGRAM ,
par. Yet there are many that are
«urfa?« of ily npon the blood and “ "cons Tablets have effected a permanent cure and covery is certain. For sale by W. P. Fen any other medicine he had ever used.
y
J. H. HAMER, M. D., _
C, PA.
JA M ES L. PAIST,
tie. Sni.7 Kbe ,8,ystem- Price 75e. per botgoverned
by
better
impulses.
It
is
Regular
office
day
of
the
Secretary,
Friday
j . j .{
Collegeville, Pa,
Foreale
by
W.
P.
Fenton,
Collegevllle,
C.
H.
W
ALKER,
free.
b^ a * druggists. Testimonials she Is now well and strong. For sale by W. ton, Collegevllle, and M. T. Hunsicker,
of each week ; also every evening.
Auditors.
strange the great library giver doés
and M. T. Hunsicker, Rahn Station.
P. Fenton, Collegevllle, and M. T. HunYEAH

rs

ETS

The largest real estate deal in
this vicinity for a number of years
was effected the latter part of last
week, when Hon. Henry K. Boyer,
through real estate agent R. P.
Baldwin, purchased the old and
historic Perkiomen Bridge Hotel of
Dr. Henry Bower. The figures in
volved are stated to be $29,500. The
new owner of the famous hotel and
summer resort requires no intro
duction to the readers of the I nde
pendent.
After many years of
prominence in State politics, as
Speaker of the House of Represen
tatives, as State Treasurer, and
later as Superintendent of the
United States Mint in Philadelphia,
Mr. Boyer directed his attention to
farming and for a number of years
past has taken great interest in
!iis Little Meadows Farms, near his
old home in Evansburg, Lower
Providence. That he will now de
vote some time and expend some
money in adding to the attractions
of Perkiomen Bridge Hotel goes
without saying. He has already
leased the property to A. A. Landes,
the owner of a fine farm on the
Lower Providence side of the bridge,
and who for many years was a very
popular caterer at Ninth and Green
streets, Philadelphia. The opinion
has been generally expressed the
past week that Mr. Landes, with
his knowledge and experience as to
the hotel business, will achieve
notable success as landlord at Perki
omen Bridge. Dr. Bower, the re
tiring landlord, has not as yet fully
determined what he will do after
the first of April. His friends wish
him well in whatever he may under
take.
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Insures Against Fire and Storm.

^ a11’* Family Pills *re the beet.

elaker, Itahn Station.

Hahn Station.

RAILROADS.

F urniture

*8.45 a. m.
§9.15 a. m.
fa i .40 p. m.
fb4.10 p. m.
§5.00 p. m.
fc5.40 p. m.

and before the young leaves have put
forth. Whale oil soap is likely to de
stroy the fruit buds of the peach If
used before these have begun to swell
in spring, and the kerosene emulsion in
strength sufficient to Insure the de
struction of the scale is uncertain in
its action on the more delicate kinds
of trees, the peach especially, and on
those of any kind which are in poor
condition. Serious injury has occasion
ally been done to the peach and In one
case to apple by an emulsion contain
ing only 20 per cent of kerosene, which
is rather below the minimum strength
at which this mixture should be used
for the destruction of the scale.
In respect to equipment, fumigation
is by far the most expensive, especially
if the trees to be treated are large, but
the three insecticide sprays are pre
pared and applied by the aid of prac
tically the same apparatus. The cost
of preparation and application Is not
materially different for the four in
secticides under discussion.
In convenience of application the
preference belongs clearly to the kero
sene emulsion and the California wash,
the use of whale oil soap being fre
quently embarrassed in very cold
weather by the solidifying of the solu
tion in the hose if the flow is stopped,
and the operation of fumigation being
a laborious and complicated one for
trees above medium size.
It follows from the foregoing that of
these various insecticide methods and
materials the best for common use
against the San Jose scale is spraying
In winter with the California wash.

f&.OO p. m. Ex.

SEA IS L E .

Early RIning Not Always a Virtue.'

§5.00 p. m. Lcl.

§97.30 a. m .
*8.45 a. m.
tb4.10 p. m.
§5.00 p. m.
tc5.40 p. m.

P h ila d e lp h ia &

F re sh F rom the F actories, now
on Exhibition a t the

R e a d in g R a ilw a y

e r * C O L L E G E V IL L E

Engines Burn Hard Coal—No Smoke

Farnitore Warerooms !

IN EFFECT NO 'EMBER 16,1902.
Trains Leave Collegeville.
F or P erk io m en J u nctio n / B rid gepo rt
and P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—6.26, 8.12

We tire non prepared to olfer
onr customers good» at prices
never before beard of.

11.30 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39
fa. m.; 6.23 p. m.
F or A llen to w n —Week days—7.14,10.02
a. m.; 8.19, 6.45, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a.
m.; 7.39 p. m.

Our lino of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the
market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
Trains For Collegeville«
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, In ‘‘olid
I 45AVE P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—6.04,
8.51 a. m.; 1.36, 5.30, p. m. Sundays—7.06 Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
a* m.; 6.21 p. m.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
L eave B r id g e po r t —Week days — 6.41,
9.29 a. m.; 2.19, 6.07, p. m. Sundays—7.45 Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book
Cases, that cannot fall to attract your
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
L eave P erkiomen J unction —Week days. attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
—7.00, 9.47 a. m.; 3.00, 6.31, p. m. Sun
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
days—8.18 a. m.; 7.22 p. m.
L eave A llentown — Week days—4.25, and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattiesses, Pillows, Bolsters,
б.
50,9.45 a. m.; 4.35 ,p. m. Sunday—4.35
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
a. m.; 4.45 p. m.
Onr line of Carpets is complete. Best
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32’cents.
I N E F F E C T S E P T E M B E R 16, 1902.
Picture Frames made to order.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing
a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
a nd South Street wharf, for
Make your selections early, while stvik
complete.
A T LA N TIC CITY.
CA PE M AY.
OCEAN CITY .
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.
* 6.00 a. m .,Leí. §$7:30 a. m.
§$7.30 a. m .
§$7.30 a. m. Exc -f'8.30 a. m.
*8.45 a. m.
*9.00 a. m. Ex.
§9.15 a. m.
§10.00 a.m. Ex.
fal.40 p. m.
fio.45 a.m. Ex.
fb4.10 p m.
1fi.30 p.m. Ex.
§5 00 p. m.
f2.00 p. m. Ex.
fc5.40 p. m.
f4.00 p. m. Ex.

105.40 p. m.
*7.15 p. m. Ex.

CABBAGE

TALK.

Four Good Kind» That Give a Suc
cession From Early to Late.

Early Jersey Wakefield cabbage ii
undoubtedly the earliest variety In th<
eastern states of conical shape, firm
fine quality, uniform in size and ma
turing well together.
The Charleston Wakefield is Identical
with the former, only larger and a few
days later. What it lacks in ear lines!
is compensated for in size, being aboul
one-fourtU larger :han the Early Jer
sey Wakefield.
Early Summer is of the Flat Dutch
type, a sturdy grower, with few outei

GOOD TYPES OF CABBAGE.

Daily, “§” Sundays, “f ” Weekdays, “ir
S a t u r d a y , ' v i a Subway^ “b” South St. 4.Ö0,
South St. 6.80, “a- South St. 1.30, “ k
does not connect for Eagles Mere Saturday
night. “8” $1.00 Excursion.

M F U R N IS H IN G f i

Undertaker *» Embalmer

Detailed time table at ticket offices; 13th
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
and Chestnut Sts., 834 Chestnut St., 1005
Chestnut St., 609 8oüth 3rd St., 3962 Market the most careful and painstaking attentioi
St., and at Stations.
Union Transfer Company will call for and
check baggage from hotels and residences.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
W. A. GARRETT,
EDSON J. WEEKS,
’Phone No. 18.
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent,

John L. B ech tel,

VALUABLE HINTS

H IN T T

¡ARMSW OE N

O IS T E :

leaves, good size, firm and heavy. II
follows up the Wakefields in succes
sion if planted at the same time and is
a grand, good, all round cabbage.
Premium Flat Dutch, although con
sidered a winter cabbage, comes in
quite early for a winter cabbage and 11
planted too early or left out too long is
liable to burst. As the name implies, 11
is a flat headed, sturdy, short stemmed
grower and a good header.
Taking the four varieties mentioned
and adding Succession to the list, one
may get a succession crop of cabbage
from early summer to November il
planted at the same time in spring.
They certainly form a strong combina
tion, having quality, size and flavor to
recommend them in every way. In
further recommendation they have
each a distinct compact growth tc

To insure having your cemetery lot look
beautiful by DECORATION DAT, place
your order now.

HINT

TWO ;

To secure the best possible resuits for the
least outlay. Marble—Granite. See us. Let
us help you In your selection.

L attim ore & F o x ,

Ì

WEST END

MARBLE and GRANITE WORKS,

Thousands of people have no choice
whatever about their hour of rising In
the morning. Later or earlier, that
hour is fixed for them by the require
ments of the office, the shop or the
classroom, by the time table of the rail
road, by the arbitration of their em
ployers or the necessities of their em
ployees. But In the cases manifold
where personal liberty is enjoyed it
should not be thoughtlessly restricted
simply because of the domestic tradi
tion that early rising deserves praise
and late rising blame.
Breakfast may often be a movable
feast without materially disturbing the
routine of an orderly housekeeping day.
Invalids, mothers whose rest has been
broken by teething babies and, above
all, rapidly growing children, should
have their sleep out. Nature demands
this, and violence is done to her when
sleepy people are rudely aroused from
their beds. Early to bed is the single
safe prescription to insure early to rise.
We need to repeat it over and over to
our hurrying, anxious, toiling Amer
ican men and women: Rest, rest and
again rest. Do not think time ill spent
that is spent in repairing the ravages
of our well nigh incessant activity.
The First Pantomime.

THIS MONEY WAS SAVED
by a customer of ours through the j dicious
purchases of Lumber from our yar ’s.
SAVING IS EASY,
but fortune comes to those most skillful iu
their manner of saving. This Lumber gath
ering offers exceptional opportunities for ex
ercising this talen t; best in quality, largest
in variety and lowest in price, etc.

SUCCESSION CABBAGE.

Most pantomime characters were
originally borrowed from the Italians.
The first real English pantomime was
produced at a theater in Lincoln’s Inn
Fields In 1720. It was called “Harle
quin Executed,’’ and its subtitle was
“A New Italian Comic Scene Between
a Scaramouche, a Harlequin, a Coun
try Farmer, His Wife and Others.”
The performance was very successful.
About the middle of the eighteenth cen
tury the character of pantomime per
formances . was completely altered,
chiefly because of the genius of the fa
mous Grimaldi, who made the clown
the first figure of the pantomime. Gri
maldi first appeared at Sadler’s Wells
theater, where he played the part of a
monkey. He was actively engaged on
the stage for forty-nine years, and at
the close of his stage career he took a
benefit u t Drury Lafle theater, which
realized nearly £600. He also received
£100 from the Drury Lane fund. This
was in June, 1828. He died in 1837 and
was buried in the churchyard in St.
James’ chapel, Pentonville hill.—Lon
don Standard.

Environment and Genius.

It appears that a child born where he
could first wittingly open his eyes upon
a noble square, framed in by palaces
whose frescoed and sculptured fronts
should face In gardened spaces a lovely
fountain with groups of beautiful stat
uary glimpsed through the leaves and
waters, ought to feel the impulse to
creative art far more than a child that
first looks out on a barn and a hen
house, with a pump in the foreground
and a woodshed straggling along in the
middle distance and some cattle emerg
ing from the background, or on an
empty village street, athwart a dooryard with the Monday’s wash hanging
out in i t Yet the chances immensely
are that the farm bom or village born
boy will feel the divine influence which
will not visit the soul of the city born
child, or If city birth is not wholly
alien to the creative will that it shall
stir in the spirit of some boy born in a
mean house on a back street or over a
shop and not in the heart of a boy
born in a palace on a noble square. As
yet no one can say why this should bh,
though no one can deny that it is so,
and we venture with much modest mis
giving a theory which will not perhaps
hold halfway, if so far as that.—W. D.
Howells in Harper’s Magazine..

C A N ’T B E B E A T .

At tie C ollepie Carri® Worte.

When Women Were Captured.

In Deuteronomy xx, 14, women are
classed as spoils, and In Deuteronomy
Xxi, It, 14, are the regulations to be
observed In taking to wife a woman
captured in war. In the song of praise
attributed to Deborah and Barak when
exulting over the defeat and death of
Sisera we find (Judges v, 30): “Have
they not speed? Have they not divided
the prey—to every man a damsel or
two?”
These are all cases of capture de
facto, and they show conclusively that
the Israelites captured women and
took them to wife. That it was also a
common practice among the neighbor
ing nations we infer from I. Samuel
xxx, 5, where David’s two wives are
carried off by a raiding party of Aualekites.

E v e ry
M an a n d
W om an

MUNN&Co.3818™^-NewYork

Choice Bread

Cakes

Scientific American. WtaMItaMfflÉfflràïCl
For Sale by

Yost. Colleaeyille, Pa.

low their normal low level. We expect even greater selling than the successful Black Sale we had just one year ago.

voi
OSIT Young Men who are after Confirmation Suits, can’t afford to miss this sale.
S a n l*
A-value that stands without a peer anywhere. Better come early for these,
ii* i
f
^
We expect them to last all week, but once the value becomes known they may
sen out long before. They are strictly new goods in the latest styles. Blue and Black Cheviots and Blue and Black Worsteds
in nearly a dozen different patterns, sizes 32 to 42, made and finished as well as any $10 00 suits.
*

Men’s Finer SI 2 00

S u i t e ill S R Q O
Better than most $12.00 Suits on sale to-day; handsome, ext
O U I lb d l J > 0 . 3 U . elusive fabrh-s in a very large variety of up-to-date patterns. All
wool Cheviots, Homespuns, aud unfinished and finished Worsteds ; lined with Serge or extra quality Italian lining, sewed
ent rely with silk—sizes 32 to 42, at $8 90.

Pottstow n, Pa,

Broad and Liberal ¡^contractof

THE OLD STA N D

It Fays to Get the BEST

at less than regular prices. Bright, new, attractive spring styles, strictly guaranteed reliable clothing, at prices shaved be-

W E IT Z E N K O R N S , —

RAMBO HOUSE,

P atents

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS WORTH bought
“,"Lra”'1
BLcash
lc'!«•
for spot
going

Men’s Finest $15.00 Suits at $10.00.

P e o p le S a y

Wheeler & Wilson

C R O W BLACK S U IT S

How to Tell an Oyster’« Age.

Ha Allan» Trot Compay,

Lot of Second-hand Buggies

Car Fare Paid during this sale,

The oyster at the commencement of
Our entire line of $15 00 Black and Bine Suits are
its career is so small that 2,000,000
open to yonr choice during this sale at $10.00. No
would only occupy a square inch. In
. ..
,
...
_
fabrics a e left out—you may have Cheviots, Clays,
six months each individual oyster is
and wi le wale Worsted In blue or black. Every garment made and lined with taste and care, and the price saving Is sub.
stantial as to merit your attention.
.
large enough to cover a silver half dol
lar. The oyster is its own architect,
and the shell grows as the fish inside
grows, being never too small.
S P R IN G O V E R C O A T S .
R A IN C O A T S .
It also bears its age upon its back,
The
newest creations, swellest styles, latest cut—$6 50.
Every one positively water proof—extra long coats, $10100 1
and it is as easy to tell the age of an
$10.00, $12 00, $15.00. SEE OUR WINDOWS.
$12.00, $15.00. SEE OUR WINDOWS.
oyster by looking at its shell as it is
that of horses by looking at their teeth.
Every one who has handled an oyster
shell must have noticed the successive
layers Overlapping each other. These
are technically named shots, and each
one marks a year’s growth, so that by
counting them the age of the oyster
can be determined. Up to the time of
its maturity—that is, when four years
of age—the shots are regular and suc
insurance drawn by
cessive, but after that time they be
come irregular and are piled one upon this company.
another, so that the shell becomes
Real Estate Tides insured expeditiously and with reasonable cost. The Insured is
bulky and thickened.
Fossil oysters have been seen of absolutely protected against loss by reason of defects and incumbrances and the expenses of
Which each shell was nine inches thick, litigation.
whence they may be guessed to be
more than 900 years old.

themselves, which insures a uniform
Great Men and Their Opinions.
ity and sure heading propensities, no
Dr. Johnson in all his greatness de
waste of stem or mass of large outei
fied the world of fashion and opinion,
leaves to support taking up space.
living the life of a sloven. Our own
W.H.GRISTOCK’S
SONS
Marshall and Kohn Streets,
In purchasing one’s supply of vege
Dr. Franklin was like the Englishman
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
table seed it is important to secure
FRANK
W. SHALK0P,
In some respects, and he appeared to be
Norristown,
Penna
good strains. Any first class seedhouse
fond of imitating him in others, for he
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
is reliable in this respect, and the
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
persisted in wearing a shaggy, shabby
grower will find it pays to get the best
old cap even among the savants and
selected. The difference between a good
crowned heads of the old world when
and bad strain lies in the careful, rigor
he was the United States minister at
ous selection to a high ideal: This costs
the court of France.
money rnaturattyv an« as a eouuetjoonc«
-h very setroottroy ftas ueard Row Nero
TR A P PE , PA.
the seed is higher priced.
defied public opinion, living in riot and
Succession is certainly a very fine
revelry when the souls of his country
cabbage and will usually succeed where
men were in woe and blood. Napoleon
others fail. If I was pinned down to
rubbed his hands over burning Mos
one variety for every purpose, the se
cow, saying, “This is comfortable.”
lection would be Succession. It comes
Half a million soldiers were at the
in between Early Summer and Premi
same time reading the doom of death
Animals and Poisons.
um Flat Dutch.—A. P. Meredith in
Certain substances which are deadly in the lurid flames.
American Gardening.
It was the conflict of opinion which
in their effects upon men can be taken
by the brute creation with impunity. gave birth to the maxim that “Where
Corn Alone Achieves a Conquest.
Horses can take large doses of anti ignorance is bliss it is folly to be wise."
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler
A London special -to the New York mony, dogs of mercury, goats of tobac Correctness and taste, even these fre
an undertaker of many years, experience,
and Express says: The American co, mice of hemlock and rabbits of quently depend upon the mental stand
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
GC isMall
misled in his idea of relative crops belladonna without Injury. On the point of the individual sitting in the
expectations of those who will entrust me to
because he makes wheat his standard, other hand, dogs and cats are much judgment seat
serve them.
and wheat is the staple food of only a more susceptible to the influence of
I® “ Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
minority of the world’s inhabitants, chloroform than man and are much
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2
Over half Europe subsists on rye and sooner killed by it. If this invaluable
barley. Even taking wh^at as the anaesthetic had been first tried upon
They fit tightly aDd will wear equal to any standard, the total crop of the new animals, we should probably have nev
J^IVERY AND
In the market. Put on at reasonable prices world in the boom year 189b -was but er enjoyed Its blessings, as it would
734,000,000 bushels against 1,500,000,- have been found to be so fatal that its
on either old or new work,
000 for Europe. As for other cereals, discoverer would have been afraid to
BOARDING STABLES
Austria alone grows six times as much test its effects upon human beings. It
rye as the United States. Europe pro is evident, then, that an experiment
At Stroud’s Railroad House,
duces seven times as much barley and upon an animal can never be the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Should have a bank account.
t3F*First-cla8s Varnishiug and Painting, sixty times as much rye as the whole means of any certain deductions so far
new
world,
and
Its
crops
of
both
are
You cau opeu an acconut
as man Is concerned.—Family Doctor.
TEAMS TO HIRE and all kinds of Wheelwright and Black
seven times the total wheat crop of
with this company by m ail.
A t all horns. Passengers conveyed in hack smith Work. FAVOR MB WITH YOUR North and South America. The only
Skyrockets Before Gunpowder.
ORDERS.
or carriage to any destination desired.
tVrite Tor full particnlnrs.
American cereal to achieve a world
It matters very little In the long run
conquest is com, which out of a total to the small boy when, how or where
HORNE C L IP PIN G every weekday
R.
H.
C
R
A
T
E
R
.
in season.
world’s grain crop of 12,000,000,000 fireworks were first made and of what
bushels comprises over 2,600,000,000 they are made now. But the fact re
(3F~ Contracts for moving goods and
bushels, of which four-fifths is Ameri mains that the despised heathen Chi
heavy hauling taken.
can.
M A Ï T Y
nese first made them and used them
and that civilized communities did not
Fertilising Aoparagnfl.
know of them until the fourteenth cen M ain and Sw ede Streets,
The plan of top dressing asparagus tury. The skyrocket was first invented
beds during the autumn or early win toward the close of the ninth century
N O R R IST O W N , PA .
“All Sewing Machines look alike to me, ter is gradually giving way to the more
fo r sale a t away down prices. Come and
and at that time was used, so it is said,
see the bargains.
one’s as good as another.” Don’t judge by rational mode of top dressing in the
In India and China in war. That was
spring and summer. It was believed long before the Invention of gunpow
Also Carriages, harness, blankets, etc., looks. Take the table part of the
that autumn dressing strengthened the der.
f or sale a t reasonable prices.
roots and enabled them to throw up
stronger shoots during the following
When in Norristown, Pa.,
Ornamental Jade.
spring. This is now thought a mistake.
The Chinese have cut jade for ages,
H E N R Y YO ST, JR.
STOP AT THE
Nitrate of soda and sulphate of pot but never ornamented it except by
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
ash
mixed
with
wood
ashes
applied
in
sculpture. When it was introduced in
D. & A. ’Phone No. 6 M.
two doses (March and May) keep the to India, the native jewelers, with their
asparagus beds going and produce a quick eye for color, at once saw what
large yield of fine spears.
(Opposite Court House)
a perfect ground it afforded for mount
Sulphate of ammonia (one part) and ing precious stones, and they were the
----- oOo----muriate of potash (two parts) applied first to incrust them on jade. The In
In three doses (March, May and after dia museum in London possesses the
First-class Accommodations for Man
the cutting season is over) has been choicest specimens of this work known
and Beast.
found to be a mixture which proved of the best mogul period.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasor hie.
a very profitable fertilizer for aspara
gus.
Knew Wliat He Want$4*
Both English aud German spoken.
“Can I show you anything?” asked
-----oOo----THE CALIFORNIA WASH.
the young man behind the counter at
the hat store.
It la Coming Into Favor Fast of Its
“I guess so,” said the young man P. K. Cable, Proprietor.
Accustomed Region.
who had dropped in. “I want one of
The California wash has within a those disappearing hats you wear
Great Slaughter iu Prices !—Foi
short time met with increasing favor when you go to the opera. Got any?”
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
In regions to which it had hitherto been —Chicago Tribune.
Harness to Factory Prices Any one order NEW NO. 9 FOR INSTANCE : A straight considered unsuitable. Dr. Smith of
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the piece of board, you say. Not at a ll; that New Jersey speaks very favorably of
When Greek Meet* Option,
benefit of these prices,—everything else In would split and warp in no time. ’Tls made It, and the following shows its stand
I venture to say that I do not believe
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots, In a special way and finished like a piano ; ing at Illinois experiment station:
the study of Greek would suffer if It
Established - - 1875.
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc. strong, yet handsome.
Four insecticides have been exten were made voluntary. When Bishop
Another point of difference . No shuttle ?
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
Thirlwall
was
told
that
at
Cambridge,
trade a specialty.
the little bobbin flits securely in the sively used as winter applications for of which he was so illustrious an orna
ROTARY HOOK and revolves accurately in the San Jose scale in our general or ment, the choice lay between compul
W . E . JO H N SO N ,
chard work of the past three years In sory religion and no religion at all, he
one position. Result, perfect stitch.
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PAAnd speed, since its first Invention over Illinois—hydrocyanic acid gas, whale replied, “The distinction is too subtle
oil soap, kerosene emulsion and the for my mental grasp.” It is no doubt
fifty years ago. The
6 0 YEARS’
California wash of lime, sulphur and true that Greek has been well and ef
- E X P E R IE N C E
salt, the first being applied by fumiga fectively taught to unwilling pupils,
tion and the others as liquid sprays. but it may also be true that the amount
All are efficient destroyers of the scale of Greek acquired by a passman at Ox
AND
under favorable conditions, but the op ford or a passman at Cambridge is not
has been the lightest and iastest running eration of fumigation is practically re worth the time bestowed upon the ac
machine. It is now 20 minutes in every stricted to comparatively small trees quisition. On the other hand, the re
hour ahead of the next best.
and to comparatively mild and quiet moval of compulsion would not leave
T r ad e M a r k s
D esigns
weather. The California wash has an Greek to stand upon its own merits
BALL BEARINGS do it.
IN VARIETY.
C o pyrig h ts A c .
evident advantage in persistence of ef and the disinterested enthusiasm of
a
ana description may
A postal card will give full tntormation.
Hfx—
9Vr opinion free whether an
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
fect, which amounts to an appreciable heaven born students. It would still
protection of the tree against immedi lead to posts of honor and emolument ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Special attention given to supplying
ate reinfestation.
even in this world. There would still Ices.
tnrougn Munn r
Weddings and Parties.
tpectal notice, without charge, in the
These four Insecticides differ mate be classical scholarships and classical
rially in safety, in cost and in conven fellowships and Similar incentives to
JO H N H . C U ST E R ,
ience of application. Fumigation with those who had not the sacred thirst of
A handsomely illustrated weekly. I,antes: d r.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
calatton of any solentiae Journal. Terms *3 *
hydrocyanic acid gas and spraying Browning’s grammarian. Latin, like 22ju.
f i jn >s ia ir
« • Sold by all newsd&alen?
930 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA. with the California wash are perfect French, is a necessity; Greek, like Ger
ly safe to all trees and shrubs if ap man, is a luxury. —Herbert Paul in
I f you have anythinq to
Branch Office. 685 F SL Washington. D.C,"
ft. f .
plied after the old leaves have fallen Nineteenth Century.
tell, advertí»» it in the Independent

Undertaker «* Embalmer

STORE OPEN TILL 6 P. M.
»
SATURDAY, OPEN TILL 10.30 P. M. (

C O P IE S

NORRISTOW N TRUST CO.
Main and DeKalb Sts., - - N orristow n, Pa.

Sponges,
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Toilet Articles,
Tooth Powder,
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TOOTHACHE d r o p s .
V V X ti-V \J U l i T / j Drugs and Spices always in stock.
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Save Y our P oultry by U sing Dr. H ess’ Pan-a-ce-a.
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The INDEPENDENT does
not aim to publish a great quan
tity of reading matter of an in
different or trifling character.

T R A C E Y , tli© H atter,
38 E ast M ain S treet,
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N O R R IS T O W N , PA.

Geo. F. Clamer,

Quality, not mere quantity,
should be the first consideration
of every well conducted news

CONTRACTOR FOR

Heating
Apparatus

paper.

The readers of the

I N D E P E N D E N T are its
friends aud t-hey are true to the
newspaper that has served
them for 20 years and more.

In S team , H ot
W a te r, and
H ot Air.

Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
Branches. Mercer Boilers, Active Fortune Ranges,^
Cottage Boilers, Gas and Gasoline Engines; Rider, and Erricsson’s Hot Air Pumping Engines.
ESTIMATES FU R N ISH ED ON A PPLICATION .

M A IN

S T .,

C O L L E G E V IL L E ,

If Y ou
J
H ave 1
Anything CAIiIiAHAE

PA.

A V ery Im portant M atter
Fur Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
dune and where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Whea'
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn
Oats Feed for plenty milk, eta, etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at

To sell and want to soil it, ad
vertise in the INDEPENDENT
and you will sell it.

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

Using pays every time.

Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect
We will he glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
Respectfully,

Real Estate, -Personal Prop
erty and Live Stock Sales, or

F. J. CLAMER.

EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

Sales of aoy kind, advertised in
the INDEPENDENT, are sure
to attract bidders and buyers.

i+ i
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M arble

¡93
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G ranite W orks.

RO Y ER SFO RD and S PR IN G C IT Y , PA .

J O N T . S E A Z H O L T Z , P ro p rieto r.

G et Y our
Posters

Monuments and Headstones. Ornamental Railings.
To enumerate all the different classes of work I handle would require too
much space ; let It be sufficient to REMIND YOU that your orders for ANY
THING In the MONUMENT LINE from a MARKER to the LARGEST VAULT
or MAUSOLEUM will receive the most careful and intelligent consideration.
PRICES QXJOTED ON ^NY KIND OF WORK.

Or whatever Job Printing yon
may need from time to time, at
the INDEPENDENT Office.
We will try to serve you well
and give full value for value
received.

Carfare to Philadelphia

-oOo-

bring Philadelphia an d its best Clothing Store to yo u r very door

This is How:
You pay excursion railroad or trolley fare. Come to our
store; buy your Clothes, your boy’s, your girl’s, your wife’s.
Same price to everybody. Show your railroad ticket for
fare paid. W e pay you exactly its cost if you buy a certain
amount. How much ? Can’t tell—depends upon your carfare.

Wanamaker & Brown
Outfitters to
Men, Women, Boys and Girls

Adver-

Oak Hall,
S ixth and M arket Sts.,
Philadelphia

The Independent,
Collegeville, Pa
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P ennyroyal pills
I

jfa N .

__ O rig in a l a n d O nly Genuin®» ,.

P - /7 * S U * V 3 A F E . A lw .y, reliable. I .n d le ..
DrMljS
for C H I C H E S T E R ’S E N G L IS H
in R E D .n d G o ld nici.llic Dora.
with blue ribbon. T a k e n o o th e r . EeNJ8
D a n g e r o u s S u b s t it u ti o n s a n d UU t
tio n tt. Buy o* yonr Druggist, Gr send 40
stamps for P a r t i c u l a r « , T e«tim on,o"
and ‘‘ R e l i e f f o r L a d le « ,” in letter, by r®*
t u r n M c !l. 1 0 , 0 0 0 Testim onials. 8oW®7
all Druggists.
C h i c h e s t e r C hem ical}#»
Mo t ion this paper.
M a d i i e n S q u a r e , P 1IILA.* * "

